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Case company utilizes multi-branding strategy (or house of brands strategy) 
in its product portfolio. In practice the company has multiple brands – one 
main brand and four acquired brands – which all utilize one single product 
platform. 
 
The objective of this research is to analyze case company’s multi-branding 
strategy and its benefits and challenges. Moreover, the purpose is to clarify 
that how could a company in B2B markets utilize multi-branding strategy 
more efficiently and profitably. The theoretical part of this thesis consists of 
aspects of branding strategies; different brand name architectures, benefits 
and challenges of different strategies and different ways of utilize branding 
strategies in mergers and acquisitions. The empirical part, on the other 
hand, includes the description of the case company’s branding strategy and 
the employees’ perspective on the benefits and challenges of multi-branding 
strategy, and how to utilize it more efficiently and profitably.  
 
This study shows, that the major benefits of utilizing multi-branding are 
lower production costs, ability to reach wider market coverage, possibility to 
utilize common sales tools, synergies in R&D and shared resources. On the 
other hand, the major challenges are lack of product differentiation, internal 
competition, branding issues in production and deliveries, pricing issues and 
conflicts, and compromises in product compatibility and suitability. Based 
on the results, several ways to utilize multi-branding strategy more efficiently 
and profitably were found; by putting more effort on brand image and 
product differentiation, by having more co-operation among the brands and 
by focusing on more precise customer and market segmentation. 
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Kohdeyritys hyödyntää monibrändistrategiaa (tai brändien talo) 
tuoteportfoliossaan. Käytännössä yrityksellä on useampi brändi – yksi 
pääbrändi ja neljä yritysostojen kautta saatua brändiä – jotka kaikki 
hyödyntävät samaa tuotealustaa. 
 
Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on analysoida kohdeyrityksen 
multibrändistrategiaa, ja sen mukana tuomia etuja ja haasteita. Tarkemmin 
ottaen, tarkoitus on selvittää, kuinka B2B-markkinoilla toimiva yritys voisi 
hyödyntää tätä strategiaa tehokkaammin ja tuottoisammin. Tämän 
tutkimuksen teoreettinen osuus koostuu brändistrategioiden näkökohdista; 
erilaiset brändiarkkitehtuurit, eri strategioiden hyödyt ja haasteet ja erilaiset 
keinot hyödyntää brändistrategioita yritysostoissa. Empiirinen osuus 
puolestaan sisältää kuvauksen kohdeyrityksen brändistrategiasta, ja 
työntekijöiden näkemyksen monibrändistrategian hyödyistä ja haasteista, 
sekä kuinka hyödyntää strategiaa tehokkaammin ja tuottoisammin.  
 
Tämä tutkimus osoittaa, että multibrändistrategian suurimpia hyötyjä ovat 
alhaisemmat tuotantokustannukset, kyky saavuttaa suurempi 
markkinapeitto, mahdollisuus käyttää samoja myyntityökaluja, 
tuotekehityssynergiat sekä jaetut resurssit. Toisaalta, suurimpia haasteita 
ovat brändi- ja tuotedifferoinnin puute, sisäinen kilpailu, tuotannon ja 
toimitusten brändäyshaasteet, hinnoitteluhaasteet sekä kompromissit 
tuotteen soveltuvuuden näkökulmasta. Tutkimustulosten perusteella 
keinoja monibrändistrategian hyödyntämiseen ovat seuraavat; 
panostaminen brändi- ja tuotedifferointiin, yhteistyön lisääminen brändien 
välillä sekä keskittyminen tarkempaan asiakas- ja markkinasegmentointiin.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This research has been made in an international Finnish company as a 

master’s thesis. At the general level described the main objective of this 

study is to introduce and clarify the current state of multi-branding strategy 

in the case company and how to utilize this strategy more efficiently. More 

specifically, this research clarifies for managerial level the role and 

importance of different brands and channels from the product management 

point of view and suggests the concrete actions to improve the multi-

branding strategy. 

 

In the following sections the background and motives, research objectives, 

theoretical framework, definitions, delimitations and methodology of this 

research are presented and clarified. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Multi-branding strategy means that the company is offering the same or 

similar products with the different brand names. This brings benefits but also 

some challenges from the brand and product management point of view, 

such as positioning the different brands, utilizing the different brand values, 

pricing, product features, market areas and internal competition. Thus, it is 

crucial for companies, which have multi-brand strategy, to recognize the 

possibilities to utilize different brands as efficiently as possible in 

differentiation, and avoid conflicts.  

 

One example of a corporation utilizing multi-branding strategy is 

Volkswagen Group, which utilizes same product platform for four different 

brands; Audi, Volkswagen, Škoda and Seat. From the customer point of 
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view, Audi and Volkswagen can be considered as premium cars and for 

premium segment, whereas Škoda and Seat are focused more on standard 

segment. In practice these cars have totally different visual outlook and 

branding, and additionally some options are available only for certain 

brands. For example, Audi has more powerful motors available than other 

brands. Despite the brands have differences, many customers may 

consider during the buying process, that why they should choose e.g. 

Volkswagen instead of Škoda, because the cars are mainly similar and built 

on the same platform. This is a topic that VW Group and other multi-

branding corporations need to consider when practicing multi-branding 

strategy. In addition to VW Group, many corporations utilize multi-branding 

strategy. Hence, it is important to study the benefits and challenges of this 

strategy and discuss how to utilize it more efficiently. 

 

Konecranes Plc (later Konecranes) has four brands, which utilize the same 

platform in the product offering.  As seen in figure 1, these brands are 

Konecranes, SWF Krantechnik (later SWF), Verlinde S.A. (later Verlinde) 

and R&M Materials Handling (later R&M). There is also the fifth brand, Stahl 

CraneSystems GmbH (later Stahl), which is also one of the main brands 

under Konecranes Corporation. From the product offering point of view 

Stahl is different, since it is not utilizing the same platform as the other, 

above-mentioned, brands. (Konecranes Corporation 2015b; Konecranes 

Corporation 2015c, p. 2) 
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Figure 1. The locations of Konecranes Corporation’s main brands’ 
headquarters 

 

Next section introduces the history of Konecranes Corporation, major 

acquisitions and the histories of the main power brands. 

 

1.1.1 KONE and Konecranes 

 

Konecranes story began 1910 when KONE Corporation was founded. The 

company has grown from the original electrical motor repair shop to a large 

multinational lifting equipment and service corporation. Growth has been 

mainly organic but also based on the acquisitions. (KONE Corporation 

2015a; Konecranes Corporation 2015d) 

 

In 1933 KONE Corporation started to build electrical overhead cranes and 

the main customers were from the pulp and paper as well as from the power 

industry. Couple of years later the company started to manufacture electric 

wire rope hoists, which can be held as the main component of the crane. 

(KONE Corporation 2015b; Konecranes Corporation 2015d) 
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In 1950’s the company penetrated the harbor crane markets. The growth in 

harbor crane business was strong due to fast rebuilding after the Second 

World War. In the 1960’s the first preventive maintenance contract with the 

harbor customer was signed. The first international acquisition was done 

1973, when KONE Corporation bought Norwegian company called 

Wisbech-Refsum. The second acquisition followed ten years later 1983 in 

the U.S. when the R&M Materials handling was acquired. Expansion in 

Europe continued only three years from the R&M acquisition, when the 

company acquired a French company called Verlinde. During the 1900’s the 

KONE Corporation was manufacturing the both, elevators and cranes. In 

1988 the company established KONE Cranes Division. (KONE Corporation 

2015c; Konecranes Corporation 2015d) 

 

KONE Corporation was listed on the Helsinki Stock exchange 1994, and at 

the same time the company made structural changes and disposed all of its 

operations excluding the elevator business. In practice this meant that the 

KONE Corporation sold its crane division and the KCI Konecranes was 

founded. Only two years later, 1996, KCI Konecranes was listed on the 

Helsinki Stock exchange and it became an internationally held company. 

(Konecranes Corporation 2015d) 

 

Konecranes Corporation made its first acquisition under the name KCI 

Konecranes, when the German crane company, MAN SWF Krantechnik, 

was acquired. In 2002 KCI Konecranes was the first international crane 

company in China, which received a complete range of business licensees 

for importing and exporting lifting equipment. The same year KCI 

Konecranes established a joint venture agreement with Japanese company 

called Meidensha Corporation. Three years later, 2005, KCI Konecranes 

acquired its second crane company in Germany; R. STAHL AG’s material 

handling division. Konecranes brand was renewed in 2006 when the KCI 

was dropped out from the company’s name. Similarly the company 
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introduced its new slogan, Lifting Businesses TM. (Konecranes Corporation 

2015d) 

 

Since the first acquisition, Wisbech-Refsum in 1973, Konecranes 

Corporation has penetrated to multiple markets and businesses by 

acquiring several large companies. Major acquisitions in 2000’s include 

several companies; SMV Lifttrucks AB in Sweden 2004, a German straddle 

carrier manufacturer (Consens Transport Systeme GmbH 2007), 

Kongsberg Automation AS (Norway) and Reftele Maskinservice AB 

(Sweden) machine tool service (MTS) companies in 2007, Eydimen 2000 

S.L. and Ausió Sistemas de Elevasión S.L. crane companies in 2008 

(Spain), load-handling solutions with aluminum rail systems and 

manipulators in 2009, Sanma Crane manufacture Co. Ltd. In China (2009), 

six acquisitions related to Machine Tool Service (MTS) in Denmark, in the 

UK and in the USA in 2009, WMI Cranes Ltd. (WMI) in India 2011 and Saudi 

Arabian crane manufacturer Saudi Cranes & Steel Works Factory Company 

Limited (“Saudi Cranes”) in 2011. (Konecranes Corporation 2015d; 

Konecranes Corporation 2015e) 

 

As presented in figure 2, Konecranes Corporation has three main locations 

around the world; Corporate HQ and Region EMEA HQ in Hyvinkää 

(Finland), Region Americas HQ in Springfield (Ohio, USA) and Region 

APAC HQ in Shanghai (China). The company has production sites and 

sales and service locations around the world (Konecranes Corporation 

2015a) 
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Figure 2. Konecranes Corporation headquarters and main locations 
(Konecranes Corporation, 2015a) 

 

Konecranes Corporation, including all the brands, has 12 000 employees 

around the world, 600 locations worldwide and the company is active in 

almost 50 countries. The company is divided in two business areas, 

Equipment and Service. The share of lifting equipment business is 58% 

whereas the share of service business is 42% of the total sales. The annual 

turnover of the company is approximately 2 billion euros. (Konecranes 

Corporation 2015a; Konecranes Corporation 2015c, p. 2-5) 

 

 

Figure 3. Konecranes Corporation in numbers (Konecranes Corporation 
2015a) 
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Konecranes’ Business Area Service offers maintenance and modernization 

services for all types and brands of industrial cranes, lifting equipment, and 

machine tools through its service network. Service offering includes 

inspections, preventive maintenance programs, repairs and improvements, 

on-call service, spare parts, modernizations, and consultation services. 

(Konecranes Corporation 2015a; Konecranes Corporation 2015c, p. 2) 

 

As seen in figure 4, Business Area Equipment consists of the following 

areas (Konecranes Corporation 2015c): 

- Industrial cranes 

o Industrial crane products 

o Industrial crane solutions 

o Workstation lifting systems 

- Components 

o Wire rope hoists 

o Crane kits 

o Electric chain hoists 

o Manual hoists and accessories 

- Nuclear cranes 

- Container handling cranes 

- Cranes for intermodal terminals and bulk material unloaders 

- Lift trucks 

- Shipyard cranes 
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Figure 4. Konecranes product portfolio (Konecranes Corporation 2015a) 

 

Konecranes Corporation markets its products through a multi-brand 

portfolio that includes Konecranes and the corporation’s power brands: 

STAHL CraneSystems, SWF Krantechnik, Verlinde, R&M, Morris Crane 

Systems, and SANMA Hoists & Cranes. Konecranes brand channel is 

called the Beta channel and the power brand channel as the Alpha channel. 

(Konecranes Corporation 2015a; Konecranes Corporation 2015c, p. 2) 

 

In this thesis the Morris Crane Systems and Sanma Hoists & Cranes are 

excluded, since they are utilizing different platforms than Konecranes, R&M, 

Stahl, SWF and Verlinde. The focus is in standard industrial crane products, 

which are sold through all the above mentioned brands. All the brands utilize 

the same platform. 
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1.1.2 R&M (1983) 

 

R&M Materials Handling was established in the beginning of 20th century. 

R&M is focused on the overhead manual, electric chain hoists and wire rope 

hoists industry. All the products and services are distributed by network of 

independently owned and operated businesses, including crane and hoist 

builders, crane and hoist service companies, industrial distributors and other 

material handling and hoist equipment manufacturers and distributors. In 

1983 the company was acquired by Konecranes Corporation. Nowadays 

R&M is headquartered in Springfield, Ohio (USA) and the distribution 

network extends from Canada to Chile. R&M acts as an independent 

company on the international crane and hoist market (Konecranes 

Corporation 2015d; R&M Materials Handling 2015) 

 

1.1.3 Verlinde (1986) 

 

Verlinde was founded 1858 and it offered the French Navy and army 

engineering corps an “endless screw hoist”. In the beginning of 20th century 

Verlinde was the first French constructor to design and market electrically 

powered winches and hoists. In 1986 Konecranes Corporation acquired 

Verlinde. Nowadays Verlinde has ten agencies in France and other 

agencies and commercial operations in over 55 countries throughout the 

world. Verlinde is headquartered in Dreux, France and acts as an 

independent company on the international crane and hoist market. 

(Konecranes Corporation 2015d; Verlinde 2015a; Verlinde 2015b) 
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1.1.4 SWF (1997) 

 

Süddeutschen Waggon Fabrik (SWF) was founded 1921 in Mannheim, 

Germany. At first SWF was manufacturing railway cars and after few years 

it was noticed that there is a need for winches when handling the rail 

vehicles during the manufacturing process. There was not any winches in 

the market and, thus, SWF started to design and produce cable winches. 

The market for winches and cranes increased steadily during the 20th 

century, and after the Second World War SWF started to concentrate solely 

on industrial crane business. SWF integrated with MAN company in 1973 

and was responsible for the development and production of hoists and 

cranes under the MAN name. However, in 1997 Konecranes Corporation 

acquired MAN SWF Krantechnik, and was the first Konecranes 

Corporation’s acquisition in Germany. There are approximately 250 

independent crane building companies and hoist dealers in a total of 50 

countries representing SWF. SWF has around 70 employees. Nowadays 

SWF Krantechnik GmbH is headquartered in Mannheim, Germany and acts 

as an independent company on the international crane and hoist market. 

SWF has also offices in Shanghai (China) and Singapore. (Konecranes 

Corporation 2015d; SWF 2015a; SWF 2015b) 

 

1.1.5 Stahl (2005) 

 

Rafael Stahl and Gustav Weineck founded a mechanical workshop in 

Stuttgart 1876 and soon after establishment the company started to 

manufacture knitting machines under the name R. STAHL. Rafael Stahl’s 

son, Rafael Stahl Jr., joined the company 1893 after studying engineering. 

He started to design hoists and steel structures, and eventually built the first 

manual lift. In the end of 1890’s the company started in crane business by 

selling electrical overhead industrial cranes. During the 1900’s the company 

focused on the explosion-proof electrical apparatus and material handling; 
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the company was split in two divisions (The Material Handling Division and 

the Explosion Protection Division) in 1954 and at the same time the Material 

Handling Division moved to Künzelsau. In 2005 R. STAHL sold the Material 

Handling Division to Konecranes Corporation. Nowadays the company is 

called Stahl CraneSystems GmbH and is the headquarters is located in 

Künzelsau, Germany. Stahl acts as an independent company on the 

international crane and hoist market. (Konecranes Corporation 2015d; Stahl 

2015) 

 

1.2 Literature review 

 

Branding has initially seen as a part of consumer goods. Hence, the 

definition of branding has been strongly linked to the product and seen as a 

process of adding value to the product. However, in the past decades the 

branding has also become an important part of B2B. (Leek & 

Christodoulides 2011, p. 830) 

 

The purpose of this literature review is to summarize the existing literature 

of B2B branding and multi-branding strategy. More specifically, this chapter 

discuss the existing material related to the benefits and challenges of multi-

branding strategy in a case of mergers and acquisitions.  

 

Although the branding has become more important in the last decades also 

in B2B environment, the benefits and challenges of multi-branding strategy 

have focused more on B2C environment. Leek & Christodoulides (2011, p. 

830-835) have made a literature review on B2B branding in general and the 

challenges related on it. They have concluded from several sources that the 

benefits of strong B2B branding for suppliers and buyers are the following 

(Leek & Christodoulides 2011, p. 831): 
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- Benefits for buyers 

o Higher confidence 

o Risk/uncertainty reduction 

o Increased satisfaction 

o Greater comfort 

o Identification with a strong brand 

- Benefits for suppliers 

o Quality 

o Differentiation 

o Higher demand 

o Premium price 

o Brand extensions 

o Distribution power 

o Barrier to entry 

o Goodwill 

o Loyal customers 

o Customer satisfaction 

o Referrals 

 

Although Leek and Christodoulides (2011, p. 831) have analyzed the 

benefits of strong B2B brands, it does not take into account the multi-

branding approach. In other words, the benefits apply when there is a 

standalone B2B brand. This study focuses on the benefits multi-branding 

strategy, which means that there is more than one brand offering the similar 

portfolios.  

 

B2B branding has also disadvantages. First, it has been seen impractical 

due to reason that many companies have thousands of products, and thus, 

it is not clear if branding will increase the financial reward. Second, strong 

branding requires lot of time and money, and typically is a long term 

investment. In a short term, this harms the business profitability. (Leek & 

Christodoulides 2011, p. 831) 
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In addition to benefits and challenges of B2B branding, Leek & 

Christodoulides (2011, p. 831-834) have reviewed the branding’s role in 

decision-making process, brand architecture (product branding vs. 

corporate branding), internal brand communication, branding in a 

relationship context and industrial brand equity. However, this review does 

not take any insight on the multi-branding strategy.  

 

Ettenson & Knowles (2006) have defined ten different branding strategies 

when one company acquires another. Usually the decision regarding the 

rebranding after the acquisition might be challenging, and hence, Ettenson 

& Knowles (2006) have identified the benefits and challenges (from 

employee, customer and investment community point of views) of each 

strategies. One of the strategy presented in their study is focusing on the 

strategy in which the business continues after the merger or acquisition as 

usual. However, the benefits and challenges are presented from the 

employee, customer and investment community point of view, and thus, 

does not give insight to the company point of view. In other words, for 

example, the benefits and challenges concerning the production are not 

discussed.  

 

As a summary, it was concluded during the literature review that the multi-

branding strategy is not fully explored. Many authors, such as David A. 

Aaker, Eric Joachimsthaler, Philip Kotler, Kevin Lane Keller, have discussed 

multi-branding and branding in general quite widely, but however the studies 

have mainly focused on the architecture and comparison of different 

branding strategies. In addition, Richard Ettenson and Jonathan Knowles, 

like mentioned above, have introduced the benefits and challenges of 

various branding strategies, but the focus has mainly been in comparison of 

different strategies instead of focusing on multi-branding strategy. Hence, 

the research gap is found, and the target of this research is to fulfill it. The 

purpose of this study is to clarify that what are the benefits and challenges 
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of multi-branding strategy in a case of M&A and how the company could 

utilize this strategy more efficiently.  

 

1.3 Research questions and objectives 

 

The theoretical object in this study is to clarify that how to utilize multi-

branding strategy in business to business markets. More specifically, the 

target in practice is to find out the benefits and challenges of multi-branding 

strategy and how to utilize this branding strategy more efficiently and 

profitably. Multi-branding strategy is strongly linked on the mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A), in which two or more corporations form a joint 

organization. Gussoni & Mangani (2012, p. 779) have researched over 300 

mergers and acquisitions with value over two billion dollars, and founded 

that in horizontal M&A the formed joint organization typically either 

continues to utilize the pre-merger brands or consolidates and reduces the 

amount of brands. In other words, if the joint organization decides to 

continue with existing brands, it utilizes multi-branding strategy (or so called 

house of brands strategy). Only in seldom cases the joint organization 

adopts the name or brand of acquired company. 

 

The background for this study was recognized during the continuous 

observation of brand and product management in case company. The 

challenge in the case company is that how to deal with the multi-branding 

strategy, how to differentiate through multi-branding and how to utilize it 

better. As a result the target is to 1) clarify the case company’s branding 

strategy, 2) find out the benefits and challenges of multi-branding strategy 

in case company, 3) make theoretical implications of the study regarding 

the multi-branding strategy and how to utilize it better and 4) provide 

managerial implication for case company.   
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Main question:  

“How to utilize the multi-branding strategy more efficiently in 

business to business markets?” 

 

The main research question is the basis of this thesis. Like 

mentioned above, the target in this research is to clarify how to utilize 

multi-branding strategy in case company after the acquisitions and 

find out, how this strategy could be utilized in B2B markets in general. 

More specifically, based on the theoretical framework and empirical 

study, the target is to produce theoretical model for B2B companies 

that how to maximize the benefits and minimize the challenges of this 

strategy. This question will be answered in the empirical part by the 

results of online survey and interviews. The respondents include 

employees around the corporation; from different brands, product 

management and development, engineering, documentation and 

supply. However, this study is made for real company with real 

products, thus the results might not be fully applicable for all B2B 

companies. Moreover, the results might represent only a certain 

industry. In order to answer this main research question, a three 

additional sub questions are created.  

 

Sub questions: 

− “What is multi-branding strategy and how does it relate to other 

branding strategies?”  

 

The purpose of this question is to clarify briefly that which kind of 

branding strategies exist and what are their characteristics. 

Moreover, the target is to clarify what is the role of multi-branding 

strategy compared to other branding strategies. 
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− “What are the advantages and disadvantages of multi-

branding?” 

 

In order to create theoretical outcome and managerial implications 

for more efficient and profitable utilization of the multi-branding 

strategy, it is mandatory to clarify the advantages and disadvantages 

of multi-branding strategy in a case of mergers and acquisitions. This 

is crucial for identifying that which kind of benefits and, on the other 

hand, risks and challenges this strategy includes. Without identifying 

these it would be difficult to know in B2B company, that where to 

focus in multi-branding strategy.  

 

− “How do B2B companies utilize multi-branding strategy and 

how are the brands managed?” 

 

The target of this question is to clarify that how to utilize and manage 

multi-branding strategy and portfolio corporate-widely after the 

merger or acquisition. Moreover, the target is to find out that which 

kind of products, supply and pricing models the brands have and how 

the brands are positioned. In addition, the target is to clarify that what 

responsibilities the different brands and other product management 

have.  

 

1.4 Theoretical framework 

 

Theoretical framework of this thesis is presented in figure 5. It introduces 

the main aspects of the research and how these are related to each other. 

In order to be able to analyze the utilization of multi-branding strategy in 

case company, it is crucial to understand the aspects of brand strategy and 

management. In practice this means that the theoretical part includes the 

brand name architecture, brand architecture in B2B markets benefits and 
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challenges of multi-branding, and prerequisites for selecting the branding 

strategy (especially in a case of merger and acquisition).  

 

Theoretical part works as a background for the empirical part; the similarities 

of existing theoretical results and empirical findings are discussed and 

analyzed in the end of the thesis. On the other hand, the theoretical findings 

from the empirical materials are presented in the results of the study. The 

theoretical input of this study suggests, that what are the benefits and 

challenges of multi-branding strategy and how could companies utilize this 

strategy more efficient and profitably. 

 

 

Figure 5. Theoretical framework  

 

Figure 6 below, on the other hand, explains the structure and the content of 

theoretical part, empirical study, and conclusions and suggestions of this 

thesis. In more details, it presents the most important questions to be 

answered in each section. In addition, the purpose of these questions is to 

exemplify the covered topics in this thesis. 
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Figure 6. The content of theoretical part, empirical study, and conclusions 
and suggestions 
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1.5 Definitions 

 

Brand is a name, term sign, symbol or design, or a combination of them, 

intended to identify goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and 

to differentiate them from those of competitors. (Kotler 2006, p. 274) 

 

Brand equity describes the value of well-known brand name. In practice 

this means, that a company with a good brand equity can actually get more 

money, sales volume and higher profits from the product than a company 

without good brand equity. In other words, customers are willing to pay more 

from a product, which has a well-known brand equity. (Hutton 1997; Kotler 

2006, p. 278; What is brand equity? 2015) 

 

Brand image is the impression in the customers’ mindset of brand’s 

personality, which are formed by the real and imaginary facts. Brand image 

requires development over the years with a consistent theme. Typically 

building a brand image requires notable marketing actions. There is a 

consensus that a favorable, strong and unique brand image creates long-

term advantage and economical returns. (Bivainiene & Laimona 2008, p. 

23; What is brand image? 2015) 

 

Brand management is the process of maintaining, improving and 

upholding a brand in order to associate the brand name with positive results. 

In other words, brand management includes managing the tangible and 

intangible characteristics of brand, such as cost, customer satisfaction, 

communication and competition. Brand management focuses directly on the 

brand and how to keep brand favorable for customers. With a good brand 

management the company can expect higher sales and profits of its product 

offering. (Brand management 2015; What is brand management? 2015) 

 

Branding strategy for a company means the number and nature of 

common and distinctive brand elements and components, which are applied 
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for different products sold by the company. On the other hand, branding 

strategy is seen as a long-term plan for developing a successful brand in 

order to reach the specific goals and targets. This includes understanding 

the brand preferences and expectations. In practice this means, that the 

company needs to decide that which brands it has and how to use these 

with new products. (Kotler 2006, p. 296; Introduction to brand strategy 2015; 

What is brand strategy? 2015) 

 

Business to business markets (B2B) is trading between two companies 

instead of trading between companies and consumers. Typically B2B is 

characterized by relatively large volumes, competitive and stable prices, fast 

delivery times and deferred payment basis. (What is business-to-business 

2015) 

 

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is a common definition for a 

phenomenon in which two separate companies are combining their forces. 

In mergers, these two companies form a totally new, joint organization. 

From the legal point of view, merger requires two companies to consolidate 

into a new ownership and management structure. In acquisitions, the other 

company takes over the other company. In acquisitions the assets of the 

acquired company usually become a part of the acquirer and the acquirer 

takes over all the operational management decisions. Sometimes the 

merger is called a friendly purchase and the acquisition a hostile purchase. 

(What is the difference between a merger and an acquisition? 2015)  

 

Product differentiation is a marketing strategy, which companies use to 

gain an edge over their competitors. The target with product differentiation 

is to avoid price competition and instead compete with product offering. 

Another target is that the intended customers perceive the product to be 

different and desirable. Sometimes this is done by a low-cost strategy, and 

while that is a legitimate marketing strategy, it is different from product 

differentiation. Usually marketing actions and arguments are based on its 
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differentiating characteristics. Typically the products are differentiated in 

form (size, shape or physical structure), features (standard and optional 

features), quality (meeting the promised specification, which can be low, 

average, high or superior), durability (expected operating lifetime), reliability 

(probability that the product will not malfunction), maintainability (ease and 

possibility of fixing) and style (product’s look and feel).  (Hawks 2015; Kotler 

& Keller 2006, p. 376; Rope 2000, p. 639; What is product differentiation? 

2015) 

 

1.6 Delimitations 

 

This study has limitations, which need to be taken into account in defining 

the validity and generalization of the findings of the study. 

 

First, this research focuses on multi-branding strategy on B2B markets, in 

which all the Konecranes brands sell products for other companies. In other 

words, this research focuses on industrial markets where the branding differ 

from the consumer market. Thus, in this research the B2C consumer 

markets are scoped out. In addition, this study is made in a real company 

with the real products, hence there is a risk that the findings might represent 

industry-specific aspects, which are not valid in all B2B markets. 

 

Second, since the Konecranes Corporation branding strategy is already 

known and identified, other branding strategies except the multi-branding 

strategy are only presented briefly in this study. The multi-branding strategy 

in this research is identified same as so called House of brands strategy. 

 

Third, the multi-branding strategy in this study includes only the Konecranes 

Corporation’s Q platform products, and thus, all the other products are 

excluded. In other words, this study does not cover other end products 

neither the service products. 
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Fourth, the data for this study is collected only from the internal sources of 

Konecranes Corporation. In other words, the external stakeholders outside 

the company, such as customers and suppliers, are not contacted and 

included to the study. Thus, all the data for this study has been collected 

from internal sources, mainly via internal online survey and interviews. 

 

Fifth, Konecranes Corporation and Terex Corporation merger, which was 

announced in the end of this research process (Konecranes 2015g), is 

scoped out. Konecranes and Demag (Terex’s brand for industrial cranes) 

have been competitors in industrial cranes business area.  

 

1.7 Research methodology and approach 

 

This is an exploratory research of the benefits and challenges of the multi-

branding strategy, and how to utilize this branding strategy more efficiently. 

This study consists of two main parts; theoretical part and empirical part. 

Theoretical part consists mainly of previous academic research findings. 

Empirical part, on the other hand, consists of available internal corporation 

materials and presentations, open-ended online survey and interviews. The 

online survey included mainly open-ended questions, and these same 

questions were concerned in the interview sessions. In total of four Alpha 

brand representatives were interviewed. In addition to online survey and 

interviews, the continuous observation and in-house knowledge from 2011 

onwards have been utilized in this study. The results of online survey and 

interview data are analyzed and summarized in the end of the empirical part.  

 

Hurmerinta & Nummela (2015) have defined that mixed method is a study 

which consists of the collection and/or analysis of both quantitative and/or 

qualitative data in a single study in which the data are collected concurrently 

or sequentially and are combined at one or more stages in the research 

process. The data in this study consists of both quantitative and qualitative 
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material, since the data was collected via online survey and interviews, and 

additionally during the continuous observation. The both, online survey and 

interviews, included the same questions. In addition, interviews included 

more free discussion, which was concluded in the end of interview sessions. 

Hence, the data collected via online survey and interviews, are used for 

supporting the observations and findings collected throughout the study. 

 

The research method of this study is presented in more details in chapter 

3.2. The chapter includes an overview to characteristics of exploratory 

research, characteristics of qualitative research, limitation of qualitative 

research and the data collection process of this study. 

 

1.8 Structure of the thesis 

 

Figure 7 explains the structure of the thesis chapter-by-chapter. The left 

column is describing the input for the chapter in question. The right column, 

on the other hand, explains the output of the chapter. The purpose of figure 

7 is to explain that which kind of information, sources and input was utilized 

in order to reach the targeted output. 

 

This study is divided in four parts. The first part (chapter 1) includes the 

introduction to case company, literature review, research objectives, 

theoretical framework, most crucial definitions, delimitations, methodology 

and approach. The purpose of the first chapter is to introduce the main 

dilemma behind the study and arouse the interest in the research topic. 

 

The second part consist of the theoretical background regarding the 

different branding strategies, brand name architecture, benefits and 

challenges of different strategies and to introduce the key aspects on 

selecting the branding strategy in a case of mergers and acquisitions. The 

purpose of this chapter is to initialize and support the empirical findings. 
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The third chapter explains the case company’s branding strategy, supply 

and pricing structure, brand positioning and management model. In 

addition, the research method for collecting the empirical data is presented 

and explained. Finally, the findings of the empirical research are analyzed 

and presented in details in the end of this chapter. 

 

The fourth chapter includes the answers to the research questions, 

conclusions based on the theoretical part and empirical data, theoretical 

implications, managerial implications, evaluation of the quality of the results, 

and suggestions for further studies. In other words, the final chapter 

summarizes the study. 
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Figure 7. Structure of thesis including inputs and outputs 
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the results, theoretical 

implications, 
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implications, 

evaluation of the 
quality of the results, 
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further studies.
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2 BRANDING STRATEGIES 

 

Referring to Kotler (2006, p. 296), branding strategy for a company means 

the number and nature of common and distinctive brand elements and 

components, which are applied for different products sold by the company. 

In practice this means, that the company needs to decide that which brands 

it has and how to use these with new products.  

 

The fragmented markets, dynamic channels, global realities and business 

environment have changed a lot during the past decades, and thus branding 

strategies have changed, too (Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a).  

 

Branding in B2B context has usually seen irrelevant. However, Lynch & de 

Chernatony (2004) have founded, that despite the differences between B2C 

and B2B contexts, both B2C and B2B brands need to create trust and build 

bonds with stakeholders, such as customers and suppliers.  

 

Based on Baumgarth (2010, p. 653-671), various changes in the markets 

and business environment, including the increasing homogeneity of product 

quality and the decreasing number of personal relationship because of the 

digital communications, have conducted to an increase interest in B2B 

branding. In other words, B2B branding has become an important part of 

business also in B2B companies.  

 

This chapter introduces the brand architecture, their definitions, their 

relationships among the other strategies and utilization of different branding 

strategies.   
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2.1 Brand name architecture 

 

Today’s dynamic markets have lead companies to a situation, in which they 

have to consider the brand architecture closely in order to avoid market 

weakness, confusion, waste and missed opportunities. With a good 

branding work and architecture the companies may result clarity, synergy 

and leverage. On the other hand, creating totally new brands requires lot of 

new marketing actions and often becomes expensive. (Aaker 2004, p. 46-

48; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachmisthaler 2000b, p. 154-

161).  

 

Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000a) have defined four main brand strategies, 

their subcategories and examples. These are presented in figure 8 below. 

 

 

Figure 8. Four types of branding strategies (Aaker 2004, p. 48) 

 

This above mentioned branding architecture specifies brand roles and the 

nature of relationships between brands. House of brands and branded 

house are commonly known in brand strategy architecture, and they are 

opposites for each other’s. However, Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000a) 

have also defined two other strategies, subbrands and endorsed brands. 
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These two are positioned between the house of brands and branded house 

strategies. These four types of brand strategies are presented briefly below. 

 

2.1.1 House of brands 

 

House of brands (also called as freestanding brands) is defined so that the 

brands are designed to have their own marketplace, which allows the main 

corporation to build a portfolio of different brands. Each of these brands 

have their unique brand positioning, which is targeted to a particular market 

segment or product. One of the main benefits in this strategy is that the 

market coverage is potentially wider than with only one brand. As an 

example GM (General motors) has many car brands which have their own 

identity; Chevrolet, Cadillac, Buick and GMC. By utilizing different brands, 

GM is able to reach wider markets and different kind of customer segments. 

(Aaker 2004, p. 48-52; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 154-161; Brand Architecture Examples 2015)   

 

House of brands strategy enables tight product positioning, and like 

mentioned previously, wider market coverage and maximizing the impact 

on the markets. On the other hand, the main driver for this strategy is, that 

there has been a clear need on the markets for more brands. Typically these 

different brands are large entities. Hence, this allows firms to distinctively 

position brands on functional benefits and to reach niche markets. This also 

means that compromises can be minimized, since all brands have their own 

identity and value proposition. (Aaker 2004, p. 48-52; Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 154-161; Brand 

Architecture Examples 2015)   

 

In addition to reaching niche markets, Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000a) have 

identified four other reasons for house of brands strategy; 
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- avoiding a negative brand association (e.g. Volkswagen brand 

together with Porsche could have negative impact on Porsche 

image), 

- breakthrough advantage of new offering requires different image 

(e.g. Lexus premium cars vs. Toyota standard cars), 

- representing the product benefits with the brand name (e.g. Reach 

toothpaste) and  

- minimizing the channel conflicts (E.g. L’Oreal and Lanĉome brands 

are sold in separate channels). 

 

A shadow endorser brand can be seen as a subcategory for house of brands 

strategy. It means in practice that the brand is not connected visibly to the 

endorsed brand, but many stakeholders know that the link exists. This 

strategy provides the benefits of having a large and reputable company 

backing the brand. Non-visible link between the master brand and shadow 

endorser makes the own identity for each brand, although the connection 

between these would be recognized. The different brand identity, product 

portfolio and value proposition creates the differentiation between each 

brand and, thus, they represent different product and market segment. 

(Aaker 2004, p. 51-52; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 154-161) As an example, Lexus is part of Toyota 

cars. Lexus is targeted to premium car markets whereas Toyota is targeted 

more on standard car segment.  

 

Konecranes is an example of a corporation, which utilizes house of brands 

strategy. The corporation has acquired several horizontal companies since 

1983 and utilizes the acquired companies’ original names in their portfolio. 

In other words, from the stakeholder point of view these acquired brands 

have remained the same, with an exception that the product platforms have 

changed. 
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2.1.2 Endorsed brands 

 

Endorsed brands are positioned between the house of brands and branded 

house strategies. The brands are still independent, like in house of brands, 

but they are still endorsed by another brand. Typically these are endorsed 

by the organizational brand. Usually the organizational brand is so strong, 

that it gives credibility and substance for to the offering and has a minor 

driver role. As an example, Courtyard hotels are endorsed by the Marriott 

brand, and similarly the Marriott’s brand promise is delivered also with 

Courtyard hotels. (Aaker 2004, p. 52-56; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; 

Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 161-168) 

 

One of the characteristics in endorsed brand strategy is to understand the 

distinction between an organization brand and a product brand. For 

example, Marriott is a product brand for Marriott Hotels and Suites, and on 

the other hand, in Courtyard case Marriott’s organizational brand is the 

endorser. As an implication, due to endorsement for Courtyard, Marriott 

organizational brand has become an important part of brand architecture 

and requires active management. (Aaker 2004, p. 52-56; Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 161-168) 

 

In addition for endorsing a product brand, also the endorser might benefit 

for this relationship. For example a market leader in certain product offering 

can endorse the organizational brand. Nestlé bought Kit-Kat, which is a 

leading chocolate brand in UK, although Kit-Kat did not need support from 

Nestlé. However, instead of supporting Kit-Kat, the Nestlé brand’s image 

enhanced by the associations of quality and leadership of Kit-Kat. (Aaker 

2004, p. 51-52; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 

2000b, p. 161-168) 
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2.1.3 Subbrands 

 

Subbrands are brands, which are connected to the master or organizational 

brand, but have their own identity and associations. In other words, the 

master brand is stretched by the subbrands. This can be identified as 

attribute associations (e.g. Black & Decker Sweet Hearts Wafflebaker), 

application associations (e.g. Microsoft Office), a signal of breakthrough 

newness (e.g. Sony Walkman), a brand personality (e.g. Audi TT), and 

energy (e.g. Nike Force). Subbrands’ role is to extend the parent brand into 

a new segment. (Aaker 2004, p. 57-59; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; 

Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 168-172) Hence, it can be concluded that 

subbrands relationship to master brand is closer than in endorsed brands, 

and it is seen as an extension for the master brand. In most cases the 

master brand is the main driver and the subbrand supports it.  

 

2.1.4 Branded house 

 

Branded house (also called as monolithic brand) is the opposite of house of 

brands. It highlights a single main or master brand which dominates to whole 

brand identity. This branding strategy is used mainly, if the products are in 

the same category or have a similar set of customer value. One of the main 

benefits in branded house strategy is the lowered marketing costs, because 

the master brand covers all the products. Thus, there is a need for 

maintaining only one master brand and the products under it. As an example 

BMW is the main brand (branded house), and it is widely known as a 

premium car brand. Thus, all the BMW car models have their own model 

name which is combined to master brand name. (E.g. BMW X6). This 

connection between the car model and master brand creates an impression 

for the consumer that all the car models have the same quality. (Aaker 2004, 

p. 60-62; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 

172-175; Brand Architecture Examples 2015)   
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Typically brand investments in branded house strategy are concentrated at 

the master brand level. This allows the company have more input to one 

specific brand. In other words, the marketing and branding resources are 

targeted for one specific brand instead of supporting many brands with 

scattered resources. Similarly, the master brand is the primary indicator of 

the offering and whenever the other business area with the same master 

brand name gets visibility, also the other business areas gain from this 

visibility and its associations. Secondly, the brand image is often more clear 

and leveraged than in house of brands strategy; there is only one master 

brand to be maintained. For example Virgin utilizes its master brand name 

in its different businesses (E.g. Virgin Rail, Virgin Radio and Virgin Jeans), 

which makes it easy to understand what the connection is between the 

different brands and their businesses. On the other hand, if the master 

brands get contaminated on some business area, it has also a negative 

impact on other business areas, although they would have nothing more in 

common than the brand name. Thirdly, the product names are often 

effectively named, and the relationship between the brand’s products are 

clearly implicated from the names. (Aaker 2004, p. 60-62; Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 172-175; Brand 

Architecture Examples 2015) 

 

In addition to above mentioned benefits, also disadvantages can be 

identified. Firstly, all the eggs are in one basket, which means that it can be 

problematic for the master brand to maintain high quality and image position 

with such a large market position. For example, Nike utilizes its brand name 

in all its products, which makes the follow-up challenging. Secondly, 

branded house strategy might limit the company’s ability to reach specific 

markets, and thus compromises needs to be done. (Aaker 2004, p. 60-62; 

Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a; Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000b, p. 172-175) 

For example, Nike is identified as high quality brand, and all its products 

should follow this image. In other words, Nike represents the high quality 

segment, thus it needs to compromise other segments.  
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2.2 Brand architecture in business-to-business markets 

 

Whereas the Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000) have focused more on the 

brand naming problematics, Muylle et al. (2012) have concentrated more 

on the B2B brand architecture and how the brand names to the company’s 

offering and product platforms.  

 

Figure 9 below shows four different types of B2B brand architectures based 

on the two key dimensions; organizational structure (the standardization 

level of product range, sales and marketing) and market offering (the 

standardization level of products and services). The four different strategies 

are called brand stack, brand park, brand tower and brand silos. (Muylle et 

al. 2012, p. 67-71) 

 

 

Figure 9. B2B brand architecture (Muylle et al. 2012, p. 68) 

 

Brand stack represents centralized organizations, which have a 

standardized offerings on the markets. Typically these companies are in the 
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process of developing a centralized branding approach, which means in 

practice, that all its products and services are under the same brand name. 

If this strategy is used, it is important, that the master brand has a strong 

position on the markets. If the master brand does not have a good reputation 

or it is not known, the product and service offering might suffer (Muylle et al. 

2012, p. 68) 

 

Based on Muylle et al. (2012, p. 68-69), brand park represents the 

decentralized organizations, which have standardized product and service 

offering. This branding strategy is mainly used, when master brand acquires 

a well-reputable and well-known company. For instance, Johnson & 

Johnson Medical Services has acquired many companies, which act as an 

individual subsidiaries and retain their respective brands. These individual 

brands are called family brands, which are acting under the larger umbrella 

brand.  

 

Brand tower concerns centralized companies, which sell customized 

offerings, typically including professional services. These companies tailor 

their offering based on the customer needs, and thus, it is impossible to 

define an unambiguous and discrete offering. For instance, accounting 

companies may sell audits to their customers, but the content might vary 

audit-by-audit so much, that it is impossible to standardize the offering. 

Another example is the IT companies, which delivers implementation 

projects based on the customer needs. (Muylle et al. 2012, p. 69-70) 

 

Referring to Muylle et al. (2012, p. 70) brand silos is a strategy for the 

decentralized organizations, which have more or less customized offering. 

This makes it difficult to deliver a single brand promise to all end customers. 

Usually the different brands have different products and services, and thus, 

different customer segments. In this case the master brand’s brand promise 

does not match fully the acquired brand’s brand promise. Though, the 

master brand helps ensure that the corporate is capable of providing a wide 
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variety of services, while the family brands help establish specific local 

expertise under their own name.  

 

Konecranes is an example of a company which can fit to two above-

mentioned brand strategies. When it acquired another horizontal brands, it 

was operating in a brand silos. Konecranes brand itself had its own 

products, whereas the acquired brands had their own brand and products. 

In other words, all brands had their own product platforms. In addition, also 

the organizations were managed separately and management was 

decentralized. However, the brand strategy concerning for instance Q 

platform products has changed after the acquisitions. Nowadays 

Konecranes Corporation acts more inside the brand park strategy. This 

means that the corporation still has the same brands as when they were 

acquired. However, the products are now standardized. All brands are 

utilizing the same Q platform components, and thus, the same quality 

applies to all brands. In addition, the customers are still able to do business 

with the same brands than before the acquisition.  

 

2.3 Benefits and challenges of branding strategies 

 

Ettenson & Knowles (2006) have defined ten different branding strategies 

when one company acquires another. Usually the decision regarding the 

rebranding after the acquisition might be challenging, and hence, Ettenson 

& Knowles (2006) have identified the benefits and challenges (from 

employee, customer and investment community point of views) of each 

strategies. These strategies are following (Ettenson & Knowles 2006): 
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• Backing the Stronger horse 

1) The new organization adopts the visual identity of the lead 

company 

2) The lead company adopts the visual identity of the acquired 

firm 

3) The lead and acquired companies share a combined 

corporate name for a specific transition time 

4) The new organization adopts the name of the lead company 

but with a new symbol 

• Best of Both 

5) The new organization combines the visual identities of the 

lead and acquired companies 

6) The new organization combines the names of the lead and 

acquired companies with a new symbol 

7) The new organization adopts an identity that combines the 

name and/or visual elements of the lead and acquired 

companies 

8) The lead company uses its corporate brand as an endorser 

of the acquired company’s visual identity  

• Different in Kind 

9) The new organization adopts both a new name and symbol 

• Business as Usual 

10)  After the acquisition, the lead and acquired company 

continue to use their original brands and exist independently 

 

In this study the most topical is the strategy 10, Business as Usual. In 

practice this means that the acquirer and acquired company continue the 

business as usual with their original brands and exist independently. 

However, if the acquisition is horizontal and similar products for similar 

customer needs and segments exist, the both companies start to use the 

same product platform. This is the case in Konecranes Corporation’s 
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strategy; after acquiring several companies, these companies have started 

to use Q platform products and components after the transition time.  

 

Table 1. Benefits and challenges of Business as Usual strategy after M&A 
(adapted from Ettenson & Knowles, p. 49) 

 Benefits Challenges 

Employee 

• A strong message to 
employees; business will 
continue as usual 

• Only minimal or no 
disruption to current 
business practicalities 

• Freedom and trust by 
the acquirer causes 
goodwill in acquired 
company 

• If no visible changes, 
was the acquisition 
necessary or not? 

• Employees in acquired 
company might feel to be 
only a part of big 
corporation  

• Employees in acquired 
company might feel that 
they are only controlled 
by lead company and 
have less freedom than 
before 

• Is there a real possibility 
for cross-selling if the 
both companies act 
totally independently 

Customer 

• Continuity in doing 
business with a familiar 
company 

• Less confusion among 
the customers 

• Some synergic benefits 
due to acquisition and 
joint forces (E.g. faster 
lead times and higher 
volumes) 

• If no visible and tangible 
changes, customers 
might not see any 
benefits 

• Cross-selling might 
annoy customers 

 

 

Investment 
community 

• Acquisition expands the 
acquirer’s portfolio and 
makes it less volatile for 
competition 

• Offsets the lack of 
organic growth 

• Adds value through the 
synergies 

• Cross-selling 
opportunities 

• Concern of lead 
company to penetrate to 
unfamiliar or unattractive 
industry 

• Real synergies might not 
be seen by the investors 

• Concern of lead 
company to be able to 
handle multiple brands, 
systems and channels 
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Table 1 above presents the benefits and challenges of Business as Usual 

strategy from the employee, customer and investment community point of 

views.  

 

As seen above, the identified benefits and challenges are quite much in a 

balance. This kind of acquisitions with no clear affect to neither companies 

can be considered as portfolio transactions, which serve a strategic, 

operating or financial purpose but do not affect much the employees and 

customers of these companies.  

 

Typically Business as Usual strategy includes some consolidation of 

support functions, supply chains or distribution channels. However, one of 

the main focuses still is to keep the employees and customers largely 

unaffected. If the acquisition is, though, horizontal, there might be internal 

conflicts, if the both companies are approaching the same customers. The 

main difference between the situation before and after the acquisition is, 

that in latter case the possible customer deal comes inside the same 

corporation, which means that the corporation itself benefits from the 

acquisition. (Ettenson & Knowles 2006, p. 48-49) 

 

One example of successful M&A is the Adidas-Reebok horizontal merger 

2005, in which the value of merger was $3.8 billion. The target for the 

merger was to have (Anh Vũ et al. 2009, p, 27); 

- growth in sales,  

- improved financial performance,  

- stronger and wider distribution network,  

- have stronger foothold in new markets,  

- increased bargaining power with suppliers and  

- develop the speed of new innovations. 
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2.4 Utilization of branding strategies 

 

Utilizing the branding strategies can be seen as a many sided dilemma. 

Typically the brand strategy is either towards the branded house strategy or 

towards the house of brands strategy. However, the brand strategy in a case 

mergers and acquisitions is typically influenced by the following; 

- the type of M&A (horizontal, vertical of divisional M&A),  

- acquirer’s characteristics (industry, overall strategy of the company 

and product portfolio) and  

- brand-market paradigms (brand and market overlap, brand overlap 

but market complement, brand complement but market overlap and 

brand and market complement).  

 

In addition, there are also many examples of unsuccessful M&A’s. The main 

reasons for failures, and the aspects of utilizing branding strategies are 

presented in more details in this chapter. 

 

2.4.1 General view on brand strategy 

 

Like mentioned above, the brand strategy is typically towards the branded 

house strategy or house of brands strategy. Aaker & Joachimsthaler 

(2000a) have defined four main questions, which provide the guidelines in 

terms of selecting the branding strategy towards the branded house or 

house of brands strategies. These questions are presented in table 2. 
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Table 2. Selecting a branding strategy towards branded house and house 
of branding (Aaker & Joachimsthaler 2000a) 

Toward a branded house Toward a house of brands 

• Does the master brand 
contribute to the offering by 
adding: 

o Associations 
enhancing the value 
propositions? 

o Credibility with 
organizational 
associations? 

o Visibility? 
o Communication 

efficiencies? 
• Will the master brand be 

strengthened by associating 
with the new offering? 

 

• Is there a compelling need 
for a separate brand 
because it will: 

o Create and own an 
association? 

o Represent a new, 
different offering? 

o Avoid an 
association? 

o Retain/capture 
customer/brand 
bond? 

o Deal with channel 
conflict? 

• Will the business support a 
new brand name? 

 

Generally speaking, it is difficult to make a clear statement, when to use 

which strategy. However, these above-mentioned questions provide a quick 

and structured way of analyzing the direction for choosing the correct 

branding strategy. The more there is positive answers on the left column of 

questions, the more towards a branded house the strategy should be. Vice 

versa, if there are more positive answers on the right column of questions, 

the more toward a house of brands the strategy should be aimed on.  (Aaker 

& Joachimsthaler 2000a) 

 

These questions are mainly needed, when a corporation is concerning of 

launching a new offering or product on the markets. However, in mergers 

and acquisitions (M&A) the situation is a bit different, since in the case of 

M&A the acquired brand already has its own offering, products and brand 

image. In the next chapters the brand strategies in a case of M&A are 

presented in more details. 
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In figure 10, Knudsen et al (1997, p. 191) have summarized the brand 

consolidation decisions from cost of maintaining brands and from potential 

for generating value through segmentation perspectives. Cost of 

maintaining brands is defined by the minimum level of marketing, channel 

and product supply costs. The potential for generating value, on the other 

hand, is defined by the discrete customer segments, multiple channels, 

differentiated value propositions and low break-even volumes. 

 

 

Figure 10. Attractiveness of brand consolidation (Knudsen et al. 1997, p. 
191) 

 

The model by Knudsen et al. (1997, p. 191) suggests that the more the 

maintaining brands cost and the lower the potential for generating value 

through segmentation can be achieved, the more attractive the brand 

consolidation is. On the other hand, if the cost of maintaining brands is low 

and the potential for generating value is high, the less attractive the brand 

consolidation is. In other words, in this case the multiple independent brands 

is more attractive alternative. In addition, if costs and potential for value 

through segmentation are low, then no changes should be done. In practice 
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this means that the costs of change might be even higher than the benefits 

of avoiding any changes.  

 

2.4.2 Brand strategy based on the type of M&A 

 

Gussoni & Mangani (2012, p. 779) have researched over 300 mergers and 

acquisitions with value over two billion dollars. As a result for the study they 

have found that typically in horizontal acquisitions the adoption of the mixed 

name and brand is not a common strategy. Similarly, the probability of 

utilizing the target company’s name is rather low. The reason for this is to 

avoid the confusion for customers, suppliers and for other stakeholders as 

well. On the other hand, this strategy is mainly used for avoiding intra-

industry competition Thus, the acquirer’s name is commonly used in 

horizontal acquisitions. The same logic applies mainly for divisional M&A’s, 

because many horizontal acquisitions are also divisional acquisitions and 

similarly the target is to maintain the reputation and image of the acquirer. 

In vertical M&A’s the same arguments and practicalities do not apply, since 

the target companies are not directly rivals for the acquirer. (Gussoni & 

Mangani 2012, p. 783) 

 

2.4.3 Brand strategy based on the acquirer’s characteristics 

 

(Strebinger 2014, p. 1796) has defined by investigating 75 leading 

companies in Austria, that main drivers for choosing the brand strategy is 

the industry, the overall strategy of the company and product-level 

decisions. According to the study, service and consumer goods companies 

utilize more corporate branding. Hence, B2B companies are leaning more 

towards the industry-based branding standards. The development of IT 

systems (i.e. CRM and e-commerce) in the recent decades and synergies 

in advertising encourage many companies to use shared brands instead of 
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one brand or branded house strategy. The deviation in products is many 

times seen as a branding tool for different brands. (Strebinger 2014, p. 

1796) 

 

In other words, many companies with multiple brands differentiate their 

products for minimizing the internal competition and cannibalization. For 

example, different brands may have different quality levels and product 

variations or options.  

 

2.4.4 Strategic framework for brand integration in horizontal M&A’s 

 

Anh Vũ et al. (2009 p. 37) have defined in their research the strategic 

framework for brand integration in a case of horizontal M&A. The model is 

based on a review of existing literature and analyzing the pilot cases 

(Adidas-Reebok merger and DaimlerChrysler merger).  

 

The target of the model is to provide a framework for companies when 

considering a merger or an acquisition with a company offering similar 

products. The model contains three different stages; brand integration 

analysis, brand integration formulation and brand integration analysis. 
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Figure 11. Strategic framework for brand integration in horizontal M&A’s 
(Anh Vũ et al. 2009, p. 37) 

 

The first part of the framework is brand integration analysis. The purpose is 

to analyze the similarities of the acquirer and the target company. In figure 

11 above, the white dots represent the similar brand in the both companies 

X and Y. The dots inside the both ovals (in the center of the figure) represent 

the similar brands, which the both companies already have in their offering. 

These brands are thus overlapping. On the other hand, the white dots inside 

only the company X or company Y, are complementing each other’s 

offering, and are covering different market segments. However, there are 

no synergy benefits if the both acquirer and target company continue with 

same product platform and own manufacturing resources after the M&A.  

Hence, the new company might potentially have better results after the M&A 

by putting effort on the products and markets, which are overlapping. In 

those potential synergy benefits, such as shared distribution channel, 

manufacturing and centralized management, can be found easier. (Anh Vũ 

et al. 2009, p. 33) 
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The next stage, after the analysis of the overlapping and complementing 

aspects of both firms, is called as brand integration formulation. In this stage 

the new company has to evaluate the situation from two perspectives; 

customer segment and geographical perspectives. In other words, there are 

four major brand-market paradigms based on the customer segment and 

geographical coverage; brand and market overlap, brand overlap but 

market complement, brand complement but market overlap and brand and 

market complement. Based on these aspects, the new company should 

decide, which strategy to continue with (Anh Vũ et al 2009, p. 33-37);  

- choice (eliminating either of the brands and reducing the 

overlapping products and models within the two portfolios), 

- growth maximization (continuing as separate brands with own 

products but reducing the overlapping products within the two 

portfolios), 

- harmonization (aligning merging brands and combining their 

components, platforms and production in order to achieve cost 

savings and synergy benefits) and  

- foundation (creating totally new brands, capabilities or products). 

 

These above-mentioned strategies are triggered by the four main brand-

market paradigms, which are formed from the complementariness and the 

overlap between the customer segments and geographic coverage of two 

merging companies and brands.  

 

Thus, the final stage of the strategic framework includes various 

implementation actions, such as individual brand integration strategies, 

allocating and utilizing resources and re-organizing the governance model. 

Therefore it is important to look each step of the model carefully before 

choosing one of the strategies. On the other hand, the above-mentioned 

strategies have a relationship to each other. The “choice” and the “growth 

maximization” are concerned with the fit between the company and its 

environment, whereas the “foundation” and the “harmonization” are 
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concerned with the stretch and leverage of the company’s combined 

resources to develop new capabilities, competences, products and brands. 

(Anh Vũ et al 2009, p. 37) 

 

2.4.5 Why have mergers and acquisitions failed? 

 

Balmer & Dinnie (1999, p. 185) have identified in their study that there are 

nine major reasons for failures in mergers and acquisitions: 

1) Lack of attention to short-term financial and legal issues, which are 

damaging the long-term corporate identity and causing 

communication issues 

2) Leadership issues on corporate identity and corporate 

communications 

3) Failure to secure the goodwill of the stakeholders of both companies 

4) Unresolved naming issues are harming the corporate identity 

5) Integrated corporate identity and corporate communication 

structures are not in place early on in the M&A process 

6) Neglecting the cultural issues 

7) Potential conflicts between individual and corporate objectives 

8) Corporate identity and corporate communications consultants are 

brought in too late 

9) Reputation is damaged, maintained or enhanced during the M&A 

process 

 

Thus, these nine aspects are highlighting clearly that in many cases the 

dilemma is related to lack of corporate communication, poor leadership, 

brand name issues, cultural issues, dissenting objectives or corporate 

identity.   

 

Anh Vũ et al (2009, p. 28-29) have founded by studying a large 

DaimlerChrysler merger that there are both soft issues such as corporate 
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cultural conflicts and mismanagement but also hard issues, which can lead 

to the failure of merger or acquisition; 

- cost savings not achieved (by running two or more product lines or 

platforms instead of integration), 

- complex product portfolios (different products and platforms leads 

to poor efficiency and productivity), 

- different quality levels (higher quality brand may suffer if the other 

brand focuses more on controlling the costs) and 

- separate distribution strategy and channels (costs savings not 

achieved, if the same channel for both companies cannot be 

utilized) 

 

2.5 Summary of branding strategies and their relation to case 

company 

 

Based on the Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2004, p. 48), Konecranes is utilizing 

house of brands (or multi-branding) strategy, since it maintains both Alpha 

and Beta brands. All the brands have their own identity and sales channel, 

although all brands have the same product portfolio and offering. Some 

brand-specific differences occur, such as visual outlook and the selection of 

features. The architectural model by Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2004, p. 48) 

concerns typically B2C companies, such as car brands. However, Muylle et 

al. (2012) have discussed the same topic from the B2B perspective. In this 

model the branding strategies are divided based on the organizational 

structure and market offering. Referring to their model, Konecranes was 

operating in brand silos in the past, when it acquired horizontal companies. 

At that time, Konecranes and acquired companies had their own identities 

and also their own product families. However, nowadays all the companies 

are operating under the same umbrella but still the families are individual. 

In other words, all companies are a part of Konecranes Corporation 

(umbrella), but the brands’ (families) identities have remained unchanged, 
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although all brands utilize the same product platform. Hence, Konecranes’ 

strategy has changed from brand silos more to direction of brand park. 

 

Ettenson & Knowles (2006, p. 49) have studied the benefits and challenges 

of ten different branding strategies in a case of acquisitions. One strategy 

after acquisition is to continue the business as usual; the acquirer and 

acquired company continue their business as before the acquisition (E.g. 

brand identity and products). However, their study does not take it to the 

consideration, if the different brands would for example utilize same product 

platform. This raises the question, that how the joint companies should 

decide, whether to keep all the brands in their portfolio or merger all brands 

into a one. Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000a) and Gussoni & Mangani (2012, 

p. 779) have discussed the topic that which way should the joint companies 

go in a case of horizontal acquisitions; toward the branded house or house 

of brands. From Konecranes Corporation point of view, it can be concluded 

that the acquired brands have had their own customer base and 

association, sales channel and identity. Hence, the separate and individual 

brands support more the existing business inside Konecranes Corporation, 

which has affected to keep the brands alive instead of merging all brands 

into a one.  

 

Knudsen et al. (1997, p. 191) and their model, whether to consolidate the 

brands or not, supports to keep the brand as-is, if there is a potential for 

generating value through brands and at the same time the cost of 

maintaining separate brands is relatively low. In addition, based on 

Strebinger (2014, p. 1796), the joint companies in B2B markets typically 

keep the brands as-is and differentiate their products for minimizing the 

internal competition. Also Anh Vũ et al (2009, p. 35) have highlighted that, 

when companies are operating in some same markets and have similar kind 

products, the typical choice is to continue as separate brands with own 

products and similarly reduce overlapping products.  
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The presented literature provides the following assumptions of Konecranes 

and the reasons for choosing house of brands strategy; 

- the acquired brands have been operating in the same markets with 

similar kind of products, 

- the cost of maintaining separate brands is relatively low, 

- all brands have their own identity, 

- separate brands create more value than maintaining only one 

master brand, 

- the difference between brands is mainly related to products and 

- overlapping products have been eliminated. 
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3 PRODUCT MANAGEMENT AND MULTI-BRANDING 

STRATEGY IN CASE COMPANY 

 

This chapter includes the current branding strategy of Konecranes 

Corporation. This data is based on the continuous observation and internal 

materials. Second, the research method for clarifying the benefits and 

challenges of the multi-branding strategy in case company are described in 

details. Third, the analyses and findings from the data collected via online 

survey and interviews are presented in the end of this chapter. 

 

3.1 Branding strategy in Konecranes 

 

As stated previously, Konecranes Corporation has five individual brands, 

which are utilizing the same product platform in their offering. In this chapter 

the branding strategy (including the market presence, visual outlook, supply 

and pricing, sales channels, product positioning, and the brand and product 

management of Konecranes Corporation) is presented in details.  

 

During the research process, Konecranes Corporation and Terex 

Corporation announced that they have approved an agreement to combine 

their businesses in a merger of equals. (Konecranes Corporation 2015f) 

 

The targeted benefits of the acquisition are following (Konecranes 2015g): 

- Well-balanced business and geographic profile 

- A global leader in key categories accounting for 92% of sales: 

Industrial Lifting, Port Solutions, Aerial Work Platforms, Cranes, 

Materials Processing 

- A platform for further sustained growth through maintenance services 

offering 

- Family of leading brands 
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- Critical scale for further technology development as well as continued 

portfolio development with focus on businesses with strong 

technology and service content / potential 

- Lean organization offering significant upside from market recovery 

- Value creation opportunity from synergy realization. 

 

As seen in the list above, one of the major targets of the merger is to have 

a family of leading brands under the same corporation. However, without 

any additional discussion and speculation, this merger is scoped out from 

the research results. In other words, the results of the study are based on 

the situation before the merger. 

 

3.1.1 Summary of brands and products 

 

Table 3 below shows that there are totally five brands in Konecranes 

Corporation, which have Q platform products in their offering. All these 

brands sell the same Q platform hoists and components. The only exception 

here is Stahl, which do not sell Q platform hoists. However, Stahl sells other 

Q platform components in addition to their own G platform hoists and 

components. As seen above, all the brands have a different product name, 

visual outlook and colors for Q platform products.  
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Table 3. Summary of different brands, their products and market areas 

Brand Konecranes R&M Verlinde SWF Stahl 

Brand logo 
 

 

 
 

Acquired - 1983 1986 1997 2005 
Governance Independent Independent Independent Independent Independent 
Product 
platform Q Q Q Q G (+ partly Q) 

Product 
name CXT Spacemaster Eurobloc VT Nova SH 

Product 
outlook 

     

Product 
main colors 

     
Market area Global Regional Regional Regional Regional 
Sales 
channel Direct Via 3rd party Via 3rd party Via 3rd party Via 3rd party 

Role Crane 
supplier 

Component 
supplier 

Component 
supplier 

Component 
supplier 

Component 
supplier 

Product 
technical 
level 

High-end Advanced Advanced Advanced High-end 

 

 

Whereas Konecranes brand has a global market area, direct sales channel 

and high-end version of Q platform products, the other brands have regional 

market area, indirect end customer contacts and advanced version of Q 

platform products. Hence, especially R&M, Verlinde and SWF are quite 

much in the same position against relative to each other. Konecranes and 

Stahl are, on the other hand, in a different situation related to other brands. 
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3.1.2 Visual outlook 

 

Figure 12. Different brands and product lines (Buhmann, 2012) 

 

As seen in figure 12, all brands have their visual identity for identical wire 

rope hoists and for chain hoists. Stahl brand utilizes different product 

platform in wire rope hoists than other brands, thus it is excluded in this 

figure.  

 

First, the branding and coloring vary between the different brands. Second, 

the different point of views are utilized in marketing materials for enhancing 

the brand differentiation. However, for example R&M and SWF have the 

same point of view, since they have limited market overlap. 

 

The chain hoists are excluded in this study, thus they are not included in the 

further discussions. 
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3.1.3 Supply and pricing strategy 

 

Figure 13 below explains the Konecranes’ supply and pricing strategy for its 

products. Konecranes brand utilizes the “Beta” channel, which means in 

practice that it delivers the whole crane product for the customer. Other 

brands – R&M, Verlinde, SWF and Stahl – utilize the “Alpha” channel; these 

so called Alpha brands do not deliver the whole crane for the end customer. 

Alpha brands deliver the components for the 3rd party crane manufacturers 

who deliver the whole crane for the end customer. In other words, 

Konecranes brand communicates directly with the end customer whereas 

the Alpha brands communicate with the limited amount of 3rd party crane 

builders.  

 

 

 

Figure 13. Supply and pricing strategy of different brands (Buhmann, 2012) 

 

Konecranes Corporation has three manufacturing locations for its 

components around the world; in Finland, USA and China. These 

component factories produce components for all brands. Thus, all the 

brands have the same availability for components. The factory is using the 
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harmonized pricing structure for the components, which means that the 

component prices are same for all brands. For example, identical hoists cost 

exactly the same for all brands. In Beta channel the components are sold 

for Konecranes brand’s Component center, which sells them forward to 

Konecranes frontline units. In the end, the frontline units sell the whole 

product for the end customers. In Alpha channel the components are sold 

from the factory directly to Alpha brands, which then sell them forward to 3rd 

party crane builders. These crane builders sell the whole product for the end 

customer. All brands have their freedom for pricing the components, and 

thus, to adjust their margins and profits.  

 

3.1.4 Brand positioning 

   

 

 

Figure 14. Brand positions based on the market coverage and level of 
technology (Buhmann, 2012) 

 

Figure 14 above explains in general the market coverage and the level of 

technology of different brands. As seen, Konecranes and Stahl are the most 

high-end brands; their target is to fulfill even the most challenging customer 
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needs as well as the advanced needs. However, the focus is more in high-

end needs. SWF, Verlinde and R&M are focused more on standard and 

advanced customer needs. In practice this means, that these brands offer 

more standardized technology and focus on volume-based business. 

 

Konecranes brand has the widest market coverage among the brands. It 

operates nearly in 50 countries and sells Q platform products in all these 

countries. Alpha brands are concentrated more on specific regions.  

 

3.1.5 Brand and product portfolio management 

 

Figure 15 below clarifies the communication channels and different roles 

inside the brand and product management in Konecranes Corporation. 

Starting from the customer, Konecranes brand is the only brand that 

communicates and makes business directly with the end customers. Other 

brands do not communicate directly with the end customers. In addition, 

other brands do not sell products directly to end customer, and instead, 

brands sell components to 3rd party crane manufacturers who then 

manufacture the crane, deliver it to the end customer and deal all the 

communication with them. Therefore, Konecranes brand also gets the 

feedback and requirements from the end customers directly. This is 

potentially a faster and more secure way to get undistorted information.  
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Figure 15. Brand and product portfolio management 

 

From the brands’ perspective, all the brands are maintaining their brand 

image and equity. In practice all the brands have their own marketing 

responsible persons, who are maintaining the brand’s guidelines, labels and 

visual outlook. In other words, all the Alpha brands have the same identity 

as they had before the acquisition. However, brands do not maintain the 

visual look of the products; products are designed by the product platform, 

which utilizes the Alpha and Beta brands’ guidelines. 

 

All brands, including Alpha and Beta channel, are responsible for filtering 

the customer requirements and feedback, and deliver that information to 

non-branded product administration. From the new features and products 

point of view, product administration’s role is to collect all the feedback and 

requirements from the brands, consolidate and prioritize it and deliver the 

project proposals to research and product development. In addition, product 

administration maintains the Q platform product roadmap, and informs all 

the brands about the upcoming updates, product features and schedules. 

Thus, product administration hands over the new features and products to 
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brands. Overall, product administration’s role is to maintain the non-branded 

Q platform and take care, that everything is in order from product availability 

to documentation and manuals. 

 

Research and product development is responsible for executing the 

projects, which are submitted by the product administration. Thus, the 

brands do not communicate directly with the research and product 

development. After the projects are done by the research and product 

development organization, it is handed over to product administration, which 

then ensures that everything is in order before releasing it to brands and to 

sales. 

 

In addition to above-mentioned market-driven product updates, some 

projects are also technology-driven. Thus, some of the high-end features 

(usually in the beginning only for Konecranes brand) are discovered by the 

research and development, who then suggests new projects for brands. As 

an example, there might be a new innovation in research and development 

organization regarding the crane intelligence, which is seen as an important 

and potential feature for the markets. If brands agree with this, then the 

project can be started and the feature will be take into product portfolio. 

 

3.2 Research method 

 

In this part of the chapter the introduction to the selection of research 

method, limitations of the qualitative research and data collection procedure 

are presented.  
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3.2.1 Characteristics of exploratory research 

 

Malhotra and Birks (2005, p. 62-63) have defined that there a typically two 

major research designs; exploratory and conclusive. Table 4 below explains 

the differences between these two designs. 

 

Table 4. Difference between exploratory and conclusive research (adapted 
from Research Design 2015) 

Research project 
components 

Exploratory research Conclusive research 

Research purpose General: to generate 
insights about a 
situation 

Specific: to verify 
insights and aid in 
selecting a course of 
action 

Data needs Vague Clear 
Data sources  Loosely defined Well defined 
Data collection 
form 

Open-ended, rough Usually structured 

Sample  Relatively small; 
subjectively selected to 
maximize generalization 
of insights 

Relatively large; 
objectively selected to 
permit generalization of 
findings 

Data collection  Flexible; no set 
procedure 

Rigid; well-laid-out 
procedure 

Data analysis  Informal; typically non-
quantitative 

Formal; typically 
quantitative 

Recommendations  More tentative than final More final than tentative 
 

Thus, as seen above, the exploratory research method is less constructive 

method than conclusive research. The main target in exploratory research 

is to generate insights about a situation and the results are often more 

tentative than final. In addition, exploratory research is targeting to provide 

insights and understanding to the research problem and phenomenon. In 

exploratory design the data is often vague, sources are loosely defined, 

samples are rather small, and the data collection form is usually open-ended 

and unstructured. (Malhotra & Birks 2005, p. 62-63; Research Design 2015) 
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3.2.2 Characteristics of qualitative research  

 

According to Uusitalo (1991) there are basically two main types of 

researches: Theoretical-based and empirical-based researches. 

Theoretical studies are focused mainly on testing viewpoints and theories 

related to various challenges and problems, empirical study is focusing 

more on the phenomena of the real world. (Uusitalo 1991) This study is 

concentrating more on the challenges and phenomena of the real 

corporation and its various brands. Thus, this study can be considered as 

an empirical-based research. 

 

The research approach in this study is based mainly on the qualitative 

method. In qualitative approach it is typical that there are no clear 

hypotheses when starting the study, the results include subjective findings 

and unexpected issues usually occur during the data collection. In addition, 

the research targets are chosen appropriately and the original research plan 

can be changed significantly during the research. (Hirsijärvi et al. 2007) In 

this study the data is collected mainly by available internal materials and 

presentations, open-ended online survey, interviews and continuous 

observation. 

 

Qualitative analysis consists typically of two parts; simplifying the 

observations and solving the problem. In practice this means, that after 

collecting the data the observations are combined due to fact, that most 

often similarities exist among the data. In other words, the same themes 

around the same phenomenon are repeating. Solving the problem consists 

of analyzing the simplified themes. In practice this means, that after 

combining the observations, the purpose is to raise themes that clarify the 

research problem. With this method, the relevant and irrelevant themes can 

be concluded from the material, and thus, the right solutions to research 

problems are found. In addition to distinguish the relevant themes from 
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irrelevant, this method helps to describe the material widely, clearly and 

interestingly. (Alasuutari 2007, p. 39-52)  

 

3.2.3 Limitations of qualitative research 

 

Qualitative research includes limitations, which need to be considered. First, 

the small differences during the research are not pointed out that clearly as 

in the quantitative research. However, minor problems, which are not that 

apparent in quantitative research, can be detected in qualitative research. 

These are most often revealed, for example, during the interviews and 

open-ended surveys. In quantitative research the data collection is typically 

well-structured and it is hard to point out small details from the data. (Proctor 

2005, p. 222) 

 

Second, the qualitative research do not provide representative samples of 

the target population of the research. In other words, small samples and 

unstructured discussion may lead qualitative research to many different 

direction. For example, if only sales managers are interviewed (instead of 

interviewing people from different parts of the organization) in the study 

regarding the product benefits, the result of the study might be distorted. 

(Proctor 2005, p. 222) 

 

Third, the dominant and influential persons during can lead the study into 

many ways during the research process. For example, if there is a group of 

ten people to be interviewed during the research, and one of the 

interviewees is dominating, the results of the study might be biased. In 

addition, also the interviewer’s competence to lead the discussion and 

conclude the interview can influence the end results. (Proctor 2005, p. 222)  
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3.2.4 Data collection procedure 

 

In addition to the continuous observation and in-house knowledge from 

2011 onwards, the data for this study was collected inside the company via 

open-ended online survey and interviews.  

 

The open-ended online questionnaire (Appendix 2) contained three parts; 

product portfolio, market area and benefits vs. disadvantages of multi-

branding. The questionnaire included mainly open-ended questions in order 

not to restrict the answers, and instead, get more analytical answers. One 

of the main targets of the survey was to clarify that how the product portfolio, 

market area and market share have changed after the Konecranes 

acquisition and introduction of the Q platform components. On the other 

hand, the survey was conducted for clarifying the benefits and 

disadvantages of multi-branding strategy. Also, the respondents were asked 

to discuss how to maximize the benefits and how to minimize the 

disadvantages. The questionnaire was sent in total to 48 people around the 

organization. This group consisted representatives from different brands, 

non-branded platform/product management, engineering, documentation 

and supply. In total of 30 person responded, thus the response rate was 

62.5%. All the answers in original format are presented on the Appendix 2.  

 

In addition to the questionnaire, the brand representatives were interviewed 

separately. All the respondents are directly in collaboration with their 

customers and have a long experience of working in corporation utilizing 

multi-branding strategy. These interviews were carried out face to face and 

the length varied from 20 to 45 minutes. The purpose of these interviews 

was to get more detailed answers to the same questions as in the 

questionnaire. However, the main target was the get answers to the 

questions, which are presented on the Appendix 3. The interviews were 

carried out as an open discussion. In general the interviews were very 

valuable, since the discussion around the topic arouses lot of new 
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comments and opinions. The respondents were willing to discuss all the 

topics, which arouse during the interviews. In total of four people from Alpha 

brands were interviewed. Instead of recording the full interviews, the 

findings were summarized during the interview (Appendix 3). All the 

interviewees accepted the interview request and were willing to answer to 

the questions. The profiles of each interviewees are presented in table 5. 

 

Table 5. The profiles of interviewed Alpha representatives 

 Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4 
Brand A B C D 
Date Jun 18th 2015 Jun 18th 2015 Jun 18th 2015 Jun 18th 2015 
Duration 45 min 45 min 30 min 20 min 
Location Helsinki, 

Finland 
Helsinki, 
Finland 

Helsinki, 
Finland 

Helsinki, 
Finland 

Title Product 
Marketing 
Manager 

Support 
Center 
Director 

Director, 
Customer 
Service and 
Product 
Support 

Product 
Manager 

Years in 
company 

<5 >10 >5 >10 

 

3.3 Analyses and findings 

 

The analyses and findings of the empirical study are presented next. Like 

mentioned above, the answers were collected via online survey and 

interviews. The questions 1-12 are brand-related questions, thus all the 

respondents were not able to answer these. The questions 1-12 are 

answered by 18 branded people via online survey. In addition, the questions 

13-15 are answered by all respondents (30 via online survey and four by 

interviewing).  
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Table 6. Respondents to the online survey and interviews 
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Interviews 4      4 

Online survey answers 11 7 5 3 3 1 30 

 

 

As seen in table 6 above, majority of the respondents represents either the 

Alpha or Beta brand. On the other hand, brands are closest to the customer 

and they have the latest knowledge of market and customer requirements. 

The summary of answers to the questionnaire and interviews are presented 

next. 

 

3.3.1 Transition period after acquisitions 

 

The questions 1-12 are related mainly to time of the acquisitions. In other 

words, these questions are clarifying the situation before the acquisitions 

and how the business has changed since those. These are mainly brand-

related and hence in total of 18 respondents (Alpha and Beta brand 

representatives) out of 30 were enabled to answer these online questions. 

The consolidation of these answers are presented next. 

 

What happened to your brand’s original product portfolio after the Q platform 

products were started to be sold through your brand? 

 

Konecranes Corporation started the acquisitions of Alpha brands 

1983 and the latest acquisition has been 2003. During the twenty 
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years in total four Alpha brands were acquired. All these brands had 

their own product offering and platform, which was competing against 

Konecranes Corporation’s Q platform. These Alpha brands’ 

platforms were ramped down and discontinued one by one, except 

Stahl’s G platform. However, although Alpha brands’ platforms were 

ramped down and are not sold anymore, they are still serviced 

through the technical support and spare parts department. In 

addition, some options and technical solutions are still available from 

the time before the acquisitions. Like mentioned earlier, Stahl is the 

only acquired brand, who has the own product platform and 

production. 

 

What are the biggest differences between your brand’s “old” own product 

vs. Q platform products? 

 

According to Alpha brands, the differences between their own 

platform product and Q platform product are following; better outlook 

and design, smaller dimensions, more standardized, good 

reputation, attractive price, high quality and technology, and capacity 

range. In addition, many respondents mentioned Q platform hoist to 

be more lightweight and to have an image of innovation. On the other 

hand, all customers were not delighted of the European design, since 

some American customers did like more the American design. One 

negative aspect was also, that the new Q platform had less 

commercial parts than the Alpha brands’ own products, and this 

caused some challenges with spare parts availability.  

 

What was the motivation of taking Q platform products to your brand's 

product portfolio? 

 

The motivation of taking the new product into portfolio after 

acquisition was explained as following; newer technology is always 
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welcomed, crane package concept is an advantage against external 

competitors, common sales tools helps to be more efficient, cost 

savings due to one platform, synergies in production, scale benefits 

and shared resources e.g. in R&D, improved quality and wider 

portfolio. 

 

Which kind of challenges has there been after introducing the Q platform 

products? How have you tackled these challenges? 

 

Respondents were also asked for the challenges of the new Q 

platform product. First, the global product did not fulfill different 

product needs in different regions and countries. For example, 

imperial vs. metric ratings, European style wiring diagrams, American 

standards and certificates in comparison to European standards and 

certificates. Second, centralized production and long distances 

prolonged the delivery times in comparison to local competitors with 

local manufacturing. Third, it has been challenging throughout the 

lifetime of Q platform and multiple brands to argument the brand 

benefits to customer, since all brands are offering similar products. 

Fourth, the product was too high-end technology for some 

customers, and it took time to adapt the new technology and 

convince the customers. Fifth, the transition time from the old product 

to new product was too short to some customers. Sixth, some of the 

competitive arguments were lost with ramping down the old product.  

 

What was your brand’s original market area (regionally/country-wise) before 

Q platform products and Konecranes acquisition and what happened 

afterwards? 

 

The market area for Konecranes was global already before the 

acquisitions, and the situation remained same despite the 

acquisitions. The brands were more regional players and some 
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brands did expand their presence to new countries after the 

acquisitions. However, for some brands the acquisition did not affect 

at all from the market presence point of view. Another point was, that 

for some Alpha brands the market share and turnover increased 

quite rapidly after the introduction of Q platform. Also some organic 

growth happened, but it was not seen as an implication of Q platform. 

 

How did the customers react after you introduced the Q platform product for 

them? E.g. positively / negatively because... 

 

According to the online survey, the customer reactions were mainly 

positive especially on Konecranes brand. Like mentioned above, 

some brands had challenges to convince the customers of the new 

product and argument themselves. Some customers had negative 

reactions on the product due to new European design vs. old 

American design. Thus, some sceptics was clearly seen in the 

beginning of replacing the old products with Q platform products. 

However, majority of the customers were loyal to the Alpha brands 

and accepted the new product. Earlier mentioned delivery time 

issues also caused some negative impact in the beginning, but those 

were solved fast and customer trust was restored. 

 

Did you gain or lose new customers or markets after introducing Q platform 

products? 

 

The reasons for gaining new customers with new product were as 

following; modular crane concept and sales tools, penetration to new 

markets brought new customers, wider product range, better prices, 

latest technology and design, and better product support for Alpha 

dealers. Thus, many aspects, which were earlier mentioned to be 

challenges, were also seen to have a positive impact on gaining new 

customers. On the other hand, for some brands the sales decreased 
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in the beginning of Q platform but was then restored to same level as 

before acquisition. Also some technical details caused lost customer 

cases. All in all, it seems that Q platform had a positive impact on 

gaining more customers. 

 

How did the competition change after taking the Q platform product into the 

portfolio? 

 

In American markets the Konecranes Corporation became a leader 

of European design hoists and competitors did follow this later. Thus, 

Konecranes Corporation was the pacemaker in American markets at 

that time. In certain regions the external competition turned to be 

internal competition, since the Alpha brands were now part of the 

Konecranes Corporation. Earlier these brands were external 

competitors. However, it was highlighted that although there was 

more internal competition, the external competition became easier 

since the new product. In other words, the new product helped the 

both Alpha and Beta brands to compete against external competitors. 

In addition, the competitors started to copy the features of Q platform. 

To be mentioned, in some regions there was no changes in 

competitive and market situation. 

 

 

3.3.2 Benefits of utilizing the same product platform and individual brands 

 

Graph 1 below shows the answers of the respondents to the following 

question:  

 

What are the major benefits of offering similar product and components as 

the other brands?  
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The purpose of the question was to clarify, that what are the main benefits 

of utilizing the single platform with multiple individual brands. The question 

was open-ended and, hence, many different type of answers were given. 

The material was analyzed in details and combined in the certain themes in 

order to make unambiguous conclusions and findings.  

 

 
Graph 1. Answers to the benefits of single platform and individual brands 

 

As seen above, from the frequency point of view there are basically four 

clusters in the answers; one dominating benefit, six major benefits, six minor 

benefits and five miscellaneous benefits.  
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The dominating benefit of utilizing single platform with multiple brands is 

lower product costs. The reason for this is that utilizing one platform the 

corporation is able to reach high volumes, to have combined procurement 

and limited number of components. All the respondents from different parts 

of organization did mention this fact (more than 30 times) in a way or 

another. 

 

In addition to lower product costs, the following benefits were mentioned 

almost equally (13-15 times) and can be called as six major benefits; market 

coverage, efficient production, common sales tools, product itself and 

synergy in R&D and product development. Although all these benefits were 

mentioned almost as many times, there is variation between the respondent 

groups. For Alpha brands the product itself seemed to be most important of 

these benefits, whereas product administration and supply representatives 

are highlighting more the efficiency in the production. For Beta brand the 

product itself seemed not to have any benefit that is actually easy to explain; 

the Q platform products were available for Beta brand already before the 

acquisitions, thus the product offering for Beta brand has not changed.  

 

The six minor benefits were better price position, documentation, sharing of 

knowhow, utilizing different brand images, better product support and 

increased profit. All these benefits were mentioned 4-7 times. From these 

benefits the documentation was seen as an important benefit by the 

engineering representatives. This is mainly because once something is 

designed, it can be documented only once and the branding can be done 

automatically. In other words, the content of the documents are the same, 

only the visual outlook will be different. On the other hand, only one or two 

Alpha and Beta brands did see this as an important benefit; it is efficient 

way to make documents but at the same time identical documentation 

reduces the brand differentiation.  
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The last group of benefits (five miscellaneous) are mentioned only 1-2 

times; Increased service business, portfolio management, possibility to mix 

various platforms, combined IT systems and brand KPI follow up. For 

example, service business was mentioned only by the Beta brand and 

engineering. From Beta brand point of view this is rather clear, because 

Beta brand has their own service organization, which can maintain also 

Alpha brand products. In other words, the Beta brand gets more potential 

service business from all Q platform products no matter which sales channel 

is used. Additionally, product administration representatives were 

highlighting the portfolio management and brand KPI follow-up, and 

understandably these are not seen as important for example from brands’ 

point of view. 

 

Table 7 below explains the arguments for each benefit presented in graph 

1. 

 

Table 7. Arguments for the benefits of single platform and individual brands 

1 One platform; high volumes; combined procurement; limited number of 
components 

2 Utilizing different sales channel with Alpha and Beta strategy (Konecranes 
directly in contact with customer, Alphas via 3rd party), also less risks due 
to selling only components; some brands have already foothold in certain 
regions in which Konecranes is not present; companies have become from 
"competitors to cousins"; Konecranes globally present & Alphas regionally; 
geographical coverage by individual brands; multichannel enables to reach 
more customers 

3 Centralized production with high-end production lines; simple distribution 
model; all brands able to reach higher volumes; economies of scale; way 
of working 

4 Less maintaining; less combinations; all brands can use the same tool 
5 E.g. quality; product scope; features; possible to have some special 

features as standard because of the volume and centralized R&D efforts; 
possibility to have some local variations; suitable in a fragmented industry 

6 ROI calculations easy to do since the single platform; developing features 
to all brands at once 

7 Alphas able to keep organization lean; no own production; can focus on 
selling; less costs and better profits; centralized trainings; engineering 
resources; centralized product administration 

8 Implication of lower product costs, efficient production and shared platform 
9 Better quality; all brands at once with incremental branding 
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10 Product ideas; market intelligence; competitor knowledge; best practices; 
quality issues 

11 Individual brands ensure clarity to customers; some customers prefer local 
brands (E.g. Germans like to buy German brand) 

12 E.g. technical support; marketing support 
13 Better profit than in old own products by Alphas 
14 Konecranes Service able to maintain either Alpha and Beta products 

(because of the same platform) 
15 Less deviations due to similar platform; fulfilling local requirements 
16 Combining different platforms; e.g. K and Q platform components (K 

Crane) 
17 E.g. easier quality follow-up 

18 Easy to follow-up the brand performance due to similar platform 
 
 
 

3.3.3 Challenges of utilizing the same product platform and individual 

brands 

 

In addition to benefits, there are also challenges in utilizing single platform 

with multiple individual brands. Graph 2 below shows the answers of the 

respondents to the following question:  

 

“What are the major disadvantages of offering similar product and 

components as the other brands?” 

 

As seen in graph 2 below, there are basically five clusters in the challenges 

from the frequency point of view; one dominating challenge (highlighted 22 

times), one major challenge (14), three highly notable challenges (7-9), six 

minor challenges (2-3) and four miscellaneous challenges (1). 
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Graph 2. Answers to the challenges of single platform and individual brands 

 

Based on the answers, the dominating challenge seems to be the lack of 

product or brand differentiation (22 times mentioned), and especially Alpha 

and Beta brands see this as a challenge. This is not a big surprise, since all 

brands are selling almost equal products (except branding) and nearly the 

only differentiating factor is the visual outlook. In addition, also product 

administration keeps this as big challenge. Surprisingly, also some supply 

representative persons see this as a challenge, although the more 

similarities there are in product, the more efficient the supply is. From the 

customers’ perspective this was seen as a challenge, because many 
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customers know that Alphas and Betas are selling in practice the same 

products. 

 

The second biggest challenge seems to be internal competition and 

cannibalization, which was mentioned 14 times in a way or another. This 

was highlighted especially by the Alpha and Beta brands, which also was 

more than expected. This is also an implication of the single platform 

offering, which all brands have. However, it was noted also, that although 

there is internal competition, the benefits of utilizing the same platform are 

greater than the challenges.  

 

The next three challenges were mentioned almost as many times (7-9); 

Branding issues in production and deliveries, pricing issues and product 

compatibility and suitability. One notable aspect is that extra work due to 

branding in production is concerning product administration 

representatives, although the lack of branding was seen as a challenge. On 

the other hand, Alpha and Beta brands are not concerned of branding 

issues. This is expected, since brands are mainly interested in the product 

portfolio itself. Also documentation and engineering sees the multi-branding 

as a challenge, since many brands require extra work in documentation 

(although the content is almost equal with all brands). Additionally, pricing 

issues concern especially brands, because the similar product and lack of 

differentiation might cause some price erosion; customer are playing so 

called “money game” with brands, and asking for discounts. At the same 

time, customers have a chance to question the price difference of Alpha and 

Beta brands, since many customers know that the Alphas and Betas are 

selling basically the same products and components.  

 

The cluster of six minor challenges were mentioned in total of 2-3 times; 

favoring the Beta brand as a flagship, global vs. locality, difficulties in sales 

argumentation, launching product too early, cultural issues and 

communication. First, favoring of Beta brand was seen as a challenge only 
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by the Alpha brands. In practice this means, that Beta brand is the first to 

get the latest high-end features, which is limiting the Alpha brands’ portfolio. 

Second, global vs. locality and cultural issues are related to each other; 

many of the functions are handled globally from one place (E.g. sales tools), 

and lack of local support was noted. On the other hand, the more centralized 

administration the corporation has, the more some cultural issues might be 

arouse; for example the cultural DNA and way of working in each brand is 

different, and similarly some local product needs might be overruled by the 

global product administration. Third, difficulties in sales argumentation was 

seen as a challenge. However, this is a cause of the lack of product 

differentiation. Fourth, the communication in large corporation with many 

brands was seen as a challenge; the more communication is needed the 

more there are brands, contradictory information may occur and sometimes 

the brands feel that they are not aware of the latest product updates and 

features.   

 

The following challenges were mentioned only once; lack of market and 

regional segmentation, no centralized marketing, all brands are not gaining 

from the acquisitions and multi-branding and the difficulties in product 

administration and decision-making.  

 

Table 8 below explains the arguments for each challenge presented in 

graph 2. 

 

Table 8. Arguments for the challenges of single platform and individual 
brands 

1 Customers know that Alphas and Beta has same products; only visual 
differences; documentation is almost the same 

2 Some cannibalization exists; some unfriendly competition 
3 E.g. Stickers; colors; mixing up e.g. stickers accidentally; some more work 

in production; more documentation work 
4 Differentiation only with price; same products with different price (E.g. 

spare parts); controlling the prices between parties; customers know that 
the brands use the same platform and equals to price erosion 

5 Product not as compatible as the Alpha's earlier own product; European 
design not always working in US; EX proof products not as good as 
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before; Q platform components compatibility with Alpha brand 
components; delivery times when ordering from many sources; too wide 
offering because of so many brands; lot of compromises 

6 Limiting Alpha brand portfolio; Konecranes gets the best features first 
7 E.g. sales tools administration is global (requires lot of testing locally); local 

product needs might be overruled with global needs 
8 All brands sell similar products 
9 Due to pressure by brands; quality issues are easily wide-spread; calling 

back might be tricky 
10 Regionally and brand-wise (company DNA is different in each brand); 

different ways of doing e.g. order handling 
11 Many brands equals to many communication channels; sometimes sales 

not aware of the available product features; contradictory information 
12 No clear segmentation 
13 All brands do their own marketing 
14 Q platform was already in use in Konecranes; Konecranes was leading 

brand already before acquisitions 
15 Five brands equals to five channels 

 

 

3.3.4 Maximizing the benefits of utilizing the same platform and individual 

brands 

 

Finally, the respondents were asked to discuss the ways of utilizing the 

multi-branding strategy more efficiently. Graph 3 below shows the answers 

of the respondents to the question below; 

 

“What should be done differently in order to maximize the benefits and 

minimize the disadvantages of multi-brand offering (several brands offering 

similar or identical products)?”  

 
As seen below, there is a cluster of four suggestions (noted 14-17 times) for 

better utilization of multi-branding strategy, which are clearly highlighted 

from other suggestions and actions. In addition to these, there are two other 

suggestions with a high importance (4-7) and, finally, five miscellaneous 

suggestions (1-2).  
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Graph 3. Answers for utilizing single platform and individual brands more 
efficiently 

 

The four major suggestions were presented in total of 14-17 times among 

the answers; brand image differentiation, product differentiation, co-

operation among the brands and customer and market segmentation.  

 

First, brand image differentiation was highlighted mainly by the brands, 

product administration and supply. The respondents highlighted, that they 

see the brand differentiation more important than the product differentiation 

itself. In other words, instead of differentiating products too much, the 

brands could take a different kind of view for example to product defaults. 

In practice this could mean, that as a global player Beta brand would 
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concentrate more on specialized products and regional Alphas to standard 

products. Supply representatives seemed to support also the ideology of 

differentiating the brands instead of products; the more standardized and 

less-variated the product platform is, the more efficient the manufacturing 

process is.  

 

Second, product differentiation was highlighted especially by the Alphas and 

product administration. In practice this means that the products for brands 

could differ feature-wise, have more modularity, be more targeted for certain 

brands or packaged differently. As an example, packaging the features 

could mean that different brands would have different set of default features 

as a standard in comparison to other brands.  

 

Third, co-operation among the brands was mentioned many times. In 

practice this means, that instead of unfriendly competition, the brands would 

concentrate more on open discussion around the projects, avoiding 

competition in small countries and having clear rules in everything (pricing, 

sales management, markets). In addition, instead of competing against 

each other, the brands could also promote other brands’ technical solutions 

if their own solution is not applicable. The co-operation between the brands 

was mentioned mainly by the Alpha and Beta brands. 

 

Fourth, customer and market segmentation was mentioned (especially by 

the product administration) in total of 14 times. The means for this could be 

limiting the brands’ presence regionally, optimizing product regionally, 

focusing on the market coverage as a corporation instead as a brands and 

packaging different features segment-by-segment. In practice this could 

mean, that for example one brand could operate only in North America as 

the other brand could operate only in South America. This would ensure that 

there are no internal competition for the same projects. However, some 

brands have so strong foothold already in some markets that it was seen 

pointless to restrict that brand’s presence in the market in question.  
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Fifth, limiting the product variation was highlighted especially by the product 

administration and supply. This enhances the conclusion, that the product 

administration would be willing to differentiate more the brands instead of 

differentiating the product platform. In other words, the brand could have 

more differentiated identities and images, even if the product platform would 

be the same. The brand differentiation could be achieved for example by 

packaging the product features differently for each brands, segmenting Beta 

brand to special cases and Alphas to standard cases or developing different 

sales stories. Like mentioned above, also supply was supporting the idea of 

limiting the product variations. This was more or less expected, since the 

more product variations exists, the more ineffective the production is. From 

supply point of view this could mean, that more warehousing of semi-ready 

or ready products could be considered. The benefit from this would be, that 

the lead times would be shorter to end customers.  

 

Sixth, streamlining the components with no brand value was mentioned in 

total four times. This was highlighted mainly by the Alphas, engineering and 

supply. In practice this would mean that there would be as little branding of 

the products as possible. As an example, some small components inside 

the product (hidden components) do not need any branding, and this would 

lower the product costs and make the spare part business easier and more 

efficient. 

 

Seventh, Alphas named that the corporation knowledge could be utilized 

more efficiently. For example, there could be more sharing of competition 

benchmarking, market intelligence and product ideas. In other words, the 

acquisitions have brought more intelligence and knowhow inside the 

corporation and that information could be utilized more than it is used 

nowadays.  

 

Eighth, the following four suggestions were mentioned once by Alpha 

brands; continue non-branded marketing efforts, highlighting the benefits of 
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identical platform, more end customer view and more freedom for brands. 

Continuing the non-branded marketing efforts is related to the sharing of 

knowledge and knowhow. In practice this means that the product 

administration could generate the sales arguments and sales trainings from 

the Q platform product perspective as they do nowadays. One respondent 

was mentioning that all brands should highlight the identical products 

instead of trying to hide it. In other words, majority of the customers know 

that Alpha and Beta brands are selling the same products, so why to hide 

it. Instead of hiding the brands could argument the benefits of it; spare parts 

availability and high quality due to large volumes. In addition to the 

suggestions above, also the freedom to work was mentioned by the Alphas. 

For example, some brands have their own solutions for certain applications, 

so why not to let them utilize those.  

 

Table 9 below shows the summary of the arguments for utilizing the single 

platform more efficiently. The table is related to graph 3 above. 

 

Table 9. Arguments for more efficient utilization of single platform and 
individual brands 

1 E.g. with product, sales story, customer interface and customer service 
(not just product features); Konecranes to be specialized on special 
products and Alphas on standard products; target to avoid competition and 
cannibalization; target to differentiate brands and not products; radical 
differentiation brand-by-brand; manage customer confidence and brand 
value 

2 E.g. feature-wise; modularity; some features available only with certain 
brands; branding to be done more efficiently (E.g. stickers instead of 
painted parts); e.g. packaging different features for different brands; 
continue Stahl brand's own platform 

3 E.g. open discussion around the projects; avoid competition in small 
countries; more discipline; clear rules; sales channel management; pricing 
rules; concentrate on own brands but offer also other brands' solution if 
needed; do not penetrate to markets if some brand dominates already; 
rules and limits by the product administration 

4 E.g. Limiting the brands' presence regionally (different brands presence in 
different regions); optimize product regionally; focus on market coverage 
as a corporation; packaging features segment-by-segment; do not give up 
Alpha vs. Beta channel 

5 Keep the basic product offering same with all brands (in order to be able to 
offer); separate the specials from the standard product line in order to 
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achieve short lead times; less engineering needed; possibility to stock; 
avoid big storages; consolidation of products and platforms even more 

6 Do not differentiate products which have no brand value (E.g. small 
components) 

7 E.g. competition benchmarking; market intelligence; product needs from 
sales; product ideas 

8 Sales arguments; sales trainings 
9 E.g. spare parts availability; quality; does not make sense to argument 

internally, otherwise losing business to competitors 
10 Not just thinking inside product platforms; utilizing better the synergy in 

combined product platforms; more focus on end product pricing and 
profitability instead concentrating on components 

11 E.g. utilizing their own solutions for some specific features 
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

This study analyzed the case company’s branding strategy regarding the Q 

platform product line. More specifically, the study focused on the chosen 

multi-branding strategy of case company and its benefits and challenges. 

Also, the actions for utilizing the chosen branding strategy was presented. 

The data for reaching these targets were collected by interviewing key brand 

representatives and conducting an online survey.  

 

Based on the results, the main benefits, challenges and keys to maximize 

the benefits of this strategy seem to be following: 

- Main benefit; lower product costs due to single platform, combined 

procurement and higher volumes 

- Main challenges; lack of differentiation due to similar performance of 

the products and brands; internal competition due to similar products 

and customers 

- Keys to maximize the benefits; clear brand image and product 

differentiation; co-operation and clear rules between the brands; 

customer and market segmentation 

 

This chapter summarizes the research by discussing the results of the study 

and concluding the findings. 

 

4.1 Results of the study 

 

The answers on the research questions are presented in this chapter. These 

questions are presented below. 
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Main question: 

“How to utilize multi-branding strategy more efficiently in business to 

business markets?” 

 

Sub questions: 

− “What is multi-branding strategy and how does it relate to other 

branding strategies?”  

− “What are the advantages and disadvantages of multi-branding?” 

− “How do B2B companies utilize multi-branding strategy and how are 

the brands managed?” 

 

4.1.1 Multi-branding strategy and relation to other branding strategies 

 

Based on the earlier literature, the multi-branding strategy can be presented 

as a part of brand architecture. Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2000a) have 

divided brand architecture in four different categories; branded house, 

subbrands, extended brands and house of brands. These strategies are 

mainly applicable for B2C companies, but can also be considered in B2B 

markets. Whereas the branded house typically utilizes its main brand name 

in its products and highlights a single main or master brand which dominates 

to whole brand identity, the house of brands is defined so that the brands 

are designed to have their own marketplace, which allows the main 

corporation to build a portfolio of different brands. In other words, house of 

brands strategy can be used as a synonym for multi-branding strategy.  

 

In house of brands strategy each of these brands have their unique brand 

positioning, which is targeted to a particular market segment or product. 

One of the main benefits in this strategy is that the market coverage is 

potentially wider than with only one brand. As an example GM (General 

motors) has many car brands which have their own identity; Chevrolet, 

Cadillac, Buick and GMC. In Konecranes this strategy can be seen as 
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various brands; Konecranes, R&M, Stahl, SWF and Verlinde, which all have 

their own identity and history. 

 

Another point of view to branding strategies is presented by Muylle et al. 

(2012, p. 68), which highlights the dilemma from B2B point of view. They 

have divided the B2B brands in four types; brand stack, brand park, brand 

tower and brand silos. This architecture is based on the two key dimensions; 

organizational structure (the standardization level of product range, sales 

and marketing) and market offering (the standardization level of products 

and services). Based on this model, Konecranes is an example of a 

company which can fit to two above-mentioned brand strategies. When it 

acquired another horizontal brands, it was operating in a brand silos. 

Konecranes brand itself had its own products, whereas the acquired brands 

had their own brand and products. In other words, all brands had their own 

product platforms and the organizations were managed separately. 

However, the brand strategy concerning for instance Q platform products 

has changed after the acquisitions. Nowadays Konecranes Corporation 

acts more inside the brand park strategy. This means that the corporation 

still has the same brands as when they were acquired. However, the 

products are now standardized and all brands are utilizing the same Q 

platform components. In addition, the customers are still able to do business 

with the same brands than before the acquisition. 

 

4.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of multi-branding strategy 

 

Based on the existing literature, Ettenson & Knowles (2006) have defined 

ten different branding strategies when one company acquires another. 

Usually the decision regarding the rebranding after the acquisition might be 

challenging, and hence, Ettenson & Knowles (2006) have identified the 

benefits and challenges (from employee, customer and investment 

community point of views) of each strategies. In this case, where the case 
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company already utilizes the multi-branding strategy, the most important 

strategy is so called Business as Usual strategy. In practice this means that 

the acquirer and acquired company continue the business as usual with 

their original brands and exist independently. However, if the acquisition is 

horizontal and similar products for similar customer needs and segments 

exist, the both companies start to use the same product platform. This is the 

case in Konecranes Corporation’s strategy; after acquiring several 

companies, these companies have started to use Q platform products and 

components after the transition time. 

 

From the employee point of view this strategy gives a strong message that 

the business continues as usual and there will be no disruption to current 

business practicalities. On the other hand, the challenge might be that the 

employees feel that if everything continues as usual, what the reason for 

M&A was. In addition, the employees in acquired company might feel that 

they are controlled and have less freedom. 

 

From the customer point of view one of the main benefits is, that the 

business will continue as usual and with the familiar company. It also causes 

less confusion among the customers and some synergic benefits (E.g. 

faster lead times) might be reachable. On the other hand, since the business 

continues as usual, customers might see the M&A as non-beneficial or do 

not even recognize it. 

 

From the investment community point of view the benefits are that the 

acquirer becomes more volatile for competition and hence, is stronger. In 

addition, investors might see the cross-selling opportunities as a positive 

result. On the other hand, if the acquirer merges with a company with totally 

different business, the investors can consider this as a high risk. Another 

main concern can be that if the acquirer can handle the multiple brands, 

systems and channels. 
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Based on the empirical data, the dominating benefit of utilizing single 

platform with multiple brands is lower product costs. The reason for this is 

that utilizing one platform the corporation is able to reach high volumes, to 

have combined procurement and limited number of components. In addition 

to this, market coverage, efficient production, common sales tools, product 

itself and synergy in R&D and product development were seen as important 

benefits. 

 

The empirical study shows also that the dominating challenge seems to be 

the lack of product or brand differentiation, and especially Alpha and Beta 

brands see this as a challenge. The second biggest challenge seems to be 

internal competition and cannibalization. These both challenges are an 

implication of the single platform offering, which all brands have.  

 

4.1.3 Utilization of multi-branding strategy and managing brands in B2B 

companies 

 

Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000a) have presented that typically companies 

choose to utilize multi-branding strategy, if the individual brands will have 

their own value and association, have different offering, have customer 

bond and have no channel conflicts with other brands. Companies typically 

avoid branded house strategy, if there is no benefit of combining brands 

under an umbrella.  

 

Knudsen et al. (1997, p. 191) have stated that the more the maintaining 

brands cost and the lower the potential for generating value through 

segmentation can be achieved, the more attractive the brand consolidation 

is. On the other hand, if the cost of maintaining brands is low and the 

potential for generating value is high, the less attractive the brand 

consolidation is. In other words, in this case the multiple independent brands 

is more attractive alternative. Thus, multi-branding strategy can be utilized 
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in terms of discrete customer segments, multiple channels, clearly 

differentiated value propositions and low break-even volumes. In addition, if 

the level of marketing, channel and product supply costs can be held low, 

the multi-branding strategy is justified.  

 

Konecranes utilizes the multi-branding strategy in its Q platform products. 

In practice this means, that the brands are individual and all brands utilize 

the same product platform. All brands have individual brand and product 

image, although the product platform is the same. In practice the visual 

outlook is the same for all, but the branding (E.g. stickers) are based on the 

different brand guidelines. Also the product name is different for each brand.  

 

The supply and pricing model varies between the brands so, that 

Konecranes brand utilizes the “Beta” channel, which means in practice that 

it delivers the whole crane product for the customer. Other brands – R&M, 

Verlinde, SWF and Stahl – utilize the “Alpha” channel; these so called Alpha 

brands do not deliver the whole crane for the end customer. Alpha brands 

deliver the components for the 3rd party crane manufacturers who deliver 

the whole crane for the end customer. All brands have the same availability 

for components. The factory is using the harmonized pricing structure for 

the components, which means that the component prices are same for all 

brands. 

 

From the brand positioning point of view, Konecranes and Stahl are the 

most high-end brands; their target is to fulfill even the most challenging 

customer needs as well as the advanced needs. However, the focus is more 

in high-end needs. SWF, Verlinde and R&M are focused more on standard 

and advanced customer needs. In practice this means, that these brands 

offer more standardized technology and focus on volume-based business. 

 

From the brand management point of view, the brands are responsible for 

maintaining their brand image and equity. In practice all the brands have 
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their own marketing responsible persons, who are maintaining the brand’s 

guidelines, labels and visual outlook. In addition, all brands are responsible 

for filtering the customer requirements and feedback, and deliver that 

information to non-branded product administration. From the new features 

and products point of view, product administration’s role is to collect all the 

feedback and requirements from the brands, consolidate and prioritize it and 

deliver the project proposals to research and product development. In 

addition, product administration maintains the Q platform product roadmap, 

and informs all the brands about the upcoming updates, product features 

and schedules. 

 

4.1.4 More efficient utilization of multi-branding strategy in business to 

business markets 

 

The main research question was to find out, that how could B2B companies 

utilize multi-branding strategy more efficiently. This phenomena seems not 

to be covered in earlier literature and thus, there is a research gap.  

 

Empirical study shows that there are four major factors that should be taken 

into account in multi-branding strategy; brand image differentiation, product 

differentiation, co-operation among the brands and customer and market 

segmentation. First, the brands were stating that the brands should be more 

differentiated in terms of brand image and product offering. On the other 

hand, brand differentiation was seen more important than the product 

differentiation; in practice it was suggested that different brand should focus 

on different customer segments in terms of default offering. In other words, 

the brands would have the same product in their offering from the features 

point of view, but the default offering would be differentiated. Second, 

although the brand differentiating was seen more important, also product 

differentiation was suggested in terms of features, modularity and 

packaging of features. Third, co-operating among the brands was seen 
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important; instead of unfriendly competition, the brands should concentrate 

to fulfill customer requirements as one company instead of being internal 

competitors. In addition, brands could also promote other brands’ technical 

solutions if their own solution is not applicable. Fourth, customer and market 

segmentation was seen important by limiting the brands’ presence 

regionally, optimizing product regionally, focusing on the market coverage 

as a corporation instead as a brands and packaging different features 

segment-by-segment. In practice this could mean, that for example one 

brand could operate only in North America as the other brand could operate 

only in South America. 

 

Based on the empirical study, the other means for utilizing the multi-

branding strategy better were following; limiting product variation, 

streamlining the components with no brand value, better utilization of the 

corporate knowledge and knowhow, continuing non-branded marketing 

efforts, highlighting the benefits of identical platform, more end customer 

view and more freedom for brands. 

 

4.2 Theoretical implications 

 

In earlier literature the benefits and challenges of multi-branding strategy 

were presented only from the employee, customer and investors point of 

view. For example, the literature is not covering the phenomenon from the 

brands’ and other internal stakeholders’ perspective in details. In addition, 

most of the literature is covering the topic from the B2C point of view, and 

B2B point of view is studied only partially. 

 

This study contributes to the field of B2B branding strategies and more 

specifically to field of multi-branding (or house of brands) strategy. The 

study focuses on B2B markets and to a corporation which has multiple 

brands and single product platform. The acknowledged conceptual 
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frameworks of branding strategies (brand architecture, benefits and 

challenges of different strategies and utilization of branding strategies) were 

presented in order to compare the empirical findings on theoretical 

background. The study points out that there are clear benefits and 

challenges in multi-branding strategy in B2B markets and ways to utilize it 

more efficiently.  

 

The results of the study support some of the findings in earlier literature. 

Based on Ettenson & Knowles (2006), employees in acquired company 

might feel to be only a part of corporation and controlled by lead company. 

This study shows that the case company’s Alpha brands employees 

sometimes have this feeling. This is visible, for example, if Beta brand gets 

some product features earlier than acquired Alpha brands. Similarly, 

Ettenson & Knowles (2006) have presented that cross-selling might annoy 

customers. In case company this has not directly been a challenge, however 

some Alpha brands’ existing customers did not like the new product, which 

was introduced to Alpha brands after acquisitions. Typically acquisitions 

bring synergic benefits, such as faster lead times and possibility for higher 

volumes (Ettenson & Knowles 2006). Based on the study, in case company 

this is visible, since Alpha brands have been able to reach higher volumes 

and faster lead times after the acquisition.  

 

Based on this study, case company is an example of a corporation, which 

acquires other companies and maintains their original brands as before the 

acquisitions. In other words, the study supports the earlier literature; if 

independent brands and companies have value (such as existing brand-

loyal customers) and the cost of maintaining brands is relative low, it is 

justified to keep the original brands existing (Knudsen et al. 1997, p. 191). 

On the other hand, since the acquired brands still exist after acquisitions, 

this study also supports the earlier findings regarding the horizontal B2B 

acquisitions; if the acquired company and brand operates horizontally in the 

same business area, the acquired brands typically continue as before the 
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acquisitions (Anh Vũ et al 2009, p. 35; Gussoni & Mangani 2012, p. 779; 

Strebinger 2014, p. 1796). 

 

Also some controversies with the earlier studies were detected during the 

research. For example, Ettenson & Knowles (2006) have stated that M&A 

brings the possibility of cross-selling. In case company this is partially true, 

but the study shows that knowledge and cross-products are not fully utilized 

between the brands. In practice, although the different brands have their 

own products, those have been either ramped down or sold only by the 

original brand.  

 

The research is limited on the B2B markets, in which the product itself is 

more or less standardized. In other words, the study does not take into 

account the companies or brands, whose product offering is non-

standardized and tailoring exists. Hence, instead of broad generalizations, 

the theoretical implications apply within the limitations presented in the 

introduction of the study.  

 

4.3 Managerial implications 

 

From the management point of view, it is important to know that what should 

be kept as same, what should be corrected and what are the ways of doing 

the corrections and improve operations.  

 

First, a single product platform can be considered to be a clear benefit for 

the corporation, although some lack of differentiation among the brands was 

founded. A single product platform brings benefits especially in procurement 

and production from the costs point of view. It also eases the quality follow-

up and ensures that all brands are able to keep their quality promises. In 

addition, brands would not be able to reach such high volumes without 
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centralized production. In other words, the synergies of single product 

platform are covering the disadvantages of it. 

 

Secondly, a one challenge in case company is the lack of differentiation; 

currently the brands utilize different branding in their Q platform products 

but it is considered not to be enough in order to differentiate on the markets. 

Although more differentiation was highlighted, it was not purely 

concentrated on product differentiation. In addition, also differentiation from 

the brand point of view was seen important. In addition to lack of 

differentiation, also internal competition should be avoided in the future; 

Alpha and Beta brands do not have open discussion, and they operate 

partially on the same markets and have no clear rules.  

 

Finally, from the managerial point of view the ways of improving the multi-

branding strategy are following: 

- Lack of differentiation �  As a global player Beta brand could 

concentrate more on specialized products and regional Alphas to 

standard products. In addition, make clear brand promises to each 

brand and maximize the existing brand value. 

- Internal competition � The brands should, for example, do more 

co-operation in terms of market areas (brand segmentation) and 

promoting each other’s technical solutions. Utilize the know-how of 

different brands and their experience, for example, in terms of 

technological know-how. 

 

4.4 Evaluation and limitations of the results 

 

This study was conducted in one company, and the results are based on 

internal employees’ answers. The customers were not interviewed or 

communicated in this study. The sample size in this study can be considered 

as good, since in total of 30 respondents answered to online survey and 
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four brand representatives were interviewed. However, the respondent 

profile was not divided equally. For example, there was in total of 11 brand 

representatives answering to online survey and only one person from 

documentation team. In other words, people with different role might have 

an effect on the answers. Despite this division of roles, the answers were 

collected to the same graph in order to avoid biased results.  

 

The results are somewhat supporting the researcher’s assumptions of the 

phenomenon around the multi-branding. The assumption of the results is 

based on the continuous observation during the various years in the 

company and in different roles. Thus, from the personal point of view, the 

results were mostly predictable. 

 

From the research gap point of view, this study fulfilled the targets; previous 

literature related on multi-branding strategy or so called house of brands 

strategy are based mainly on B2C companies and do not introduce in details 

which kind of benefits and challenges for B2B face in their branding 

strategy. 

 

Overall, the study did reach the targets of revealing the benefits and 

challenges of multi-branding in B2B markets. In addition, the main question 

of the study was answered based on the theoretical part and empirical 

findings. However, some limitations needs to be taken into consideration; 

broad generalizations of the topic of multi-branding cannot be made, since 

the results are based on one company and its internal employees. However, 

it is more than presumable, that the findings do apply on many other B2B 

companies with similar brand structure. 
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4.5 Suggestions for further study 

 

This study was based on several brands with one standard product platform. 

One possible suggestion for further study is elaborate the similar study also 

to tailored products; for example the case company in question has also 

tailored product platforms, which is utilized by several brands. This could 

bring additional results on the topic of multi-branding in B2B markets. 

Another target for further studies would be the service products; this could 

contribute to the existing theory of multi-branding and, for example, if there 

are any benefits and challenges to utilize multiple brands. 

 

This study was concentrated on one company, thus a similar study could be 

done for other B2B companies as well. The results of this study could be 

used as a basis of a quantitative study, which provides concrete and 

measurable numerical facts. 

 

The data in this study was based only on internal employees and sources. 

Hence, the phenomenon of multi-branding could be widened and studied 

also from the customer point of view. 

 

Another suggestion for further research is to study not just companies 

utilizing house of brands strategy, but also companies with branded house 

strategy. From the research point of view, that would be new insights to a 

confrontation of these two different branding strategies. 

 

Finally, a model for managing various brands with similar products could be 

studied and suggested. In other words, this could include that how to 

differentiate with different features, which markets to go and which facts 

should the branding decisions be based on. 
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APPENDIX 1. The questionnaire (May 22nd 2015) 

 

Dear colleague, 
  
I am finalizing my studies in Lappeenranta University of Technology 
parallel to my daily work at Konecranes. I am researching the multi-
brand strategy in Konecranes Corporation as a part of my M.Sc. 
(Economics) Master’s Thesis. The research includes an empirical part 
which I am conveying based on the answers of this questionnaire. 
  
Konecranes corporation has five major sales channels for Q platform 
products; Konecranes (Beta channel) and SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and 
R&M (Alpha channel). The purpose of this research is to clarify the 
benefits and challenges of this multi-branding strategy in Q platform 
products and business. The target is to find as many viewpoints as 
possible. All the answers will be handled anonymously and the data will 
not be forwarded to anyone. 
 
I have discussed with Q platform and Alpha/Beta brand representatives, 
and the permission for conveying this study has been granted. 
  
The answering for this questionnaire will take approximately 15-20 
minutes. Please send your answers at the latest June 18th 2015. 
  
If you have any questions related to this questionnaire, please do not 
hesitate to contact me. 
  
Thank you for your time and participation. 
  
Tuomas Rekola 
Lappeenranta University of Technology 
School of Business and Management 
International Marketing Management 
+358405744996 

 
  



 

 

 

Multi-brand strategy (Q-platform) questionnaire 

Note! If you are answering from "non-branded" point of view or for some 
other reason cannot answer, please describe e.g. "Cannot answer on this 
question" to text box. 
 

 
Brand / platform / supply / documentation / other (please select which 
perspective you are answering): 
☐ Konecranes 
☐ SWF 
☐ R&M 
☐ Verlinde 
☐ Stahl 
☐ Platform / Product Mgmt. & Dev. 
☐ Supply 
☐ Documentation 
☐ Other 

 
 
Title:  _______________________  

 
 

Product portfolio 

 

1. Did your brand has its own standard duty hoist/crane product in the 

offering before Q platform products (Q hoist)? If yes, what is/was it 

called? 

 

2. What happened to your brand’s original product portfolio after the Q 

platform products were started to be sold through your brand? 

E.g. the "old" product was ramped down / is still sold in some cases 
if customer requires 
 
 

3. Are you still selling your "old" products (similar with Q platform 

products)? Why? 

 
 



 

 

 

4. What are the biggest differences between your brand’s “old” own 

product vs. Q platform products? E.g. technology, outlook, delivery 

time, quality etc. 

 
5. What was the motivation of taking Q platform products to your brand's 

product portfolio? E.g. technology, outlook, delivery time, quality etc. 

 
 

6. Which kind of challenges has there been after introducing the Q 

platform products? How have you tackled these challenges? E.g. 

technology, outlook, delivery time, quality etc. 

 

Market area 

 

7. What was your brand’s original market area (regionally/country-wise) 

before Q platform products and Konecranes acquisition? 

 
 

8. What happened to your brand’s market area (regionally/country-wise) 

after the Q platform products and Konecranes acquisition? 

E.g. market area grew to... / market area got smaller 
E.g. we started to focus on some specific markets 
 
 

9. How did the customers react after you introduced the Q platform 

product for them? E.g. positively / negatively because... 

 
 

10. Did you gain new customers or markets after introducing Q platform 

products? 

 
 

11. Did you lose existing customers or markets after introducing Q platform 

products? 

 
 

12. How did the competition change after taking the Q platform product into 

the portfolio? 

 
 



 

 

 

Maximizing the benefits and minimizing the disadvantages 

 

13. Konecranes, SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and R&M are all selling Q platform 

products and components. What are the major benefits of offering 

similar product and components as the other brands? List as many you 

can and explain in details. 

E.g. product scope and development, design and engineering, 
documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, pricing, sales 
tools, sales channel, market area, delivery time, marketing, training 
 
 

14. Konecranes, SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and R&M are all selling Q platform 

products and components. What are the major disadvantages of 

offering similar product and components as the other brands? List as 

many you can and explain in details. 

E.g. product scope and development, design and engineering, 
documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, pricing, sales 
tools, sales channel, market area, delivery time, marketing, training 
 
 

15. What should be done differently in order to maximize the benefits and 

minimize the disadvantages of multi-brand offering (several brands 

offering similar or identical products)? 

E.g. by having more power to affect the product portfolio, by 
operating totally in different market regions, by having different 
product portfolios/differentiated products, by targeting to different 
customer segments brand-by-brand 
 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX 2. Answers to the questionnaire (Jun 15th 2015) 

 

1. Brand / platform / supply / documentation / other (please select which 

perspective you are answering): 

Number of respondents: 30 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. Title: 

Number of respondents: 30 
- President (Alpha brand) 
- Director of Sales, US & Canada (Alpha brand) 
- Director of Sales, Latin America (Alpha brand) 
- Systems/Product Manager (Alpha brand) 
- Managing Director (Alpha brand) 
- Factory Manager 
- Head of CXT Cranes and Light Lifting Systems 
- Lead engineer, Q hoist mechanics 
- Manager, IE Sales Tools 
- Manager, Mechanical engineering 
- Vice President IE IMEA 
- Director, Product Management  
- General Manager, Region SEAP 
- Product engineer 
- Product Line Manager, winches 
- Sales Director Export (Alpha brand) 
- Sales Director Germany (Alpha brand) 



 

 

 

- Global Order Manager 
- Director, Customer Service & Product Support 
- Chief Engineer, Q Crane Accessories 
- VP Industrial Equipment, Europe 
- Support-Center Director (Alpha brand) 
- Manager, (Alpha brand) 
- Product Administrator 
- Sales Manager (Alpha brand) 
- Technical Director, KC Service 
- EX product manager 
- Manager, Documentation 
- Manager, New Product Ramp-up 
- Manager, Q WRH & Components Product Line 
 

 

3. Did your brand has its own standard wire rope hoist/crane product in the 

offering before Q platform products (Q hoist)? 

Number of respondents: 16 

 

 

 

Open text answers: Yes (what is/was it called?) 
- Spacemaster 
- Spacemaster 
- Spacemaster and Spacemaster II 
- SWF Seilzug Typ … 
- XL hoist series 
- UN - hoist, XL - Hoist, XL Crane 
- XL 
- Compact 
- Compact hoist 
- Spacemaster 
- XL 
- G-Series 
- SH/AS 
- XL hoist/crane 
- XL 
 

 

 

4. What happened to your brand’s original product portfolio after the Q 

platform products were started to be sold through your brand? E.g. the "old" 

product was ramped down / is still sold in some cases if customer requires 

Number of respondents: 15 



 

 

 

- It was discontinued within 12-months of the introduction of our Q-platform offering. 
- No longer available.  Still serviced through our technical support and 

warranty/spare parts department. 
- Old product ramped down. Aftermarket parts only are sold now. 
- "Old" product was ramped down in 2000 
- It was replaced by the new CXT hoist series. The ownership of XL product series 

(including knowhow, drawings, etc.) was transferred to CPC to serve spare part 
business. 

- Ramped down 
- Ramped down 
- NA 
- Old product was ramped down 
- Old Product was ramped down 
- The old product was ramped down and replaced with the Q platform. 
- Ramp down 
- Still sold in certain areas. 
- Ramped down 
- CXT replaced it 
 

 

5. Are you still selling your "old" products (similar with Q platform products)? 

Why? 

Number of respondents: 16 

 

 

 

Open text answers: Yes 
- Spare part business, technical requirements 
- Available options and technical solutions 
Open text answers: No 

- However, the legacy (discontinued) product spare parts still represent 
approximately 75% of our total spare parts revenues. 

- Only spare parts 
- Only spare parts 
- Production not existing anymore 
- Production not existing any more 
- Q platform is better and covers more of the market 
- Not available 
 

 

 

6. What are the biggest differences between your brand’s “old” own product 

vs. Q platform products? E.g. technology, outlook, delivery time, quality etc. 

Number of respondents: 15 



 

 

 

- Q-platform has better: design quality, technology, lighter weight, an image of 
innovation, capacity range 

- American design, made 100% in the USA. 
- Our old product included a load brake inside the gear case and traveling controls 

were with contactor and pole change motor. Old hoist frames were welded in most 
cases, some newer designs were bolted together. Old style hoists used DIN style 
hooks which customers prefer. Old style hoists used commercial pendant like 
Telemecanique, which customers liked. 

- Price, old hoist was much more expensive to produce and was sold to a much 
higher price. Old hoist was more tailor made, technology was old, delivery time 
vary a lot, depends on standard or customized version. 

- Only product series (e.g. capacities, duty classes) with main features (e.g. trolley 
types, lifting speeds) and options are the same. Everything else is different. 

- Outlook, old fashioned technology 
- Technology, outlook, dimensions 
- NA 
- Technology, outlook, delivery time, 
- Technology, outlook, delivery time was different. 
- More technology, better quality, more standard features 
- Smaller dimensions 15 years ago modern technology 
- Technology, flexibility to engineer solutions, matches the STAHL brand perception 

in the market 
- Technology, reputation in the market 
- Outlook, mechanical construction, standard hoist motor performance 
 

 

7. What was the motivation of taking Q platform products to your brand's 

product portfolio? E.g. technology, outlook, delivery time, quality etc. 

Number of respondents: 14 
- Newer technology, a better cost basis, and the enormous warranty costs 

associated with the old product. 
- Management decision before I joined the company. 
- The crane package concept is a huge advantage over the competitors. Access to 

MM2000 gives our dealers a great tool to offer our equipment. 
- Cost saving, sharing one platform 
- Q was the next generation product so it was natural to accept it. Technical 

performance was improved. Profitability was better. 
- New technology, outlook, quality, feasibility 
- New Generation 
- NA 
- Decision of the HQ 
- It was a decision of the HQ 
- The main reason was to increase the corporate content sold.  Secondary reasons 

were quality and the breadth of product the Q platform would have. 
- Konecranes - strange question 
- scale benefits, harmonizing groups product portfolio, share resources 
- No other choice 
 

 

8. Which kind of challenges has there been after introducing the Q platform 

products? How have you tackled these challenges? E.g. technology, 

outlook, delivery time, quality etc. 



 

 

 

Number of respondents: 14 
- Design and platform teams are challenged in recognizing that the North American 

market is different than that of Europe. Examples: Imperial vs. metric ratings for 
capacity and documentation, Euro-style wiring diagrams, U.S. and North American 
standards and certifications vs. those standards and certifications that are the 
norm in Europe. Delivery of PTO products (typically 12-weeks are more lead time) 
is also problematic vs. North American competitors that manufacture locally and 
have lead times that are 4-6 weeks shorter due to our need to ship via container 
vessel across the Atlantic or Pacific ocean. 

- Identical product to Konecranes - explaining the Alpha and Beta sales strategy. 
- Initially the challenges for our dealer were the hoists without load brake. It was 

used by competitors as a safety issue. Inverters on traveling motors was a new 
concept. The tube style end trucks and smaller wheels with flat tread wheels posed 
as a challenge. Dealers liked the channel frames on end trucks and tapered 
wheels with large diameters. Ductile iron wheels vs. steel wheels. In some cases 
we overcame the challenge by finding new dealers who were willing to take on the 
modular crane package concept and to have access to MM2000. In addition 
product awareness helped overcome the challenges. 

- After ramp down old hoist we were told to use F-hoist from Vernouillet. After 2 
years we changed to Q-hoist. Our customers were confused and didn't like this 
fast changes. In additionally F-hoist was a disaster! 

- Normal ramp up issues. Other than that no big issues lately. 
- Challenges in the competition against other corporate brands, everybody has the 

same technology basis, only the " box and stickers" make difference 
- Convincing customers about new design and technology 
- NA 
- Delivery time, still challenging due to the distance 
- Delivery time is still challenging due to the distance 
- Yes, we tackled these challenges.  The first was providing a product without a load 

brake.  This was a North American standard and was a hard sell at first.  The other 
was overcoming our distributor's fears that Konecranes was going to do away with 
us. Therefore they were scared to buy at first. It took several years but we 
regained all the market share lost during the transition and has become a market 
leader. 

- None 
- Change of minds, acceptance of "group" product at customers, continuous 

repetition of the benefits 
- New travelling inverters were a problem in the beginning. Improved and replaced 

today. Some competitive spots were lost, adjusted pricing but margins lower. 
 

 

9. What was your brand’s original market area (regionally/country-wise) 

before Q platform products and Konecranes acquisition? 

Number of respondents: 15 
- We were acquired by Kone in 1987. Our market consisted of the U.S. and Canada 

until 1999 when we hired an Export Sales Manager and began developing Latin 
America. 

- US and Canada. 
- Before Q-product, primarily Canada and USA. 
- Mainly German market and approx. 20% Export business 
- XL was global product. 
- Global market area 
- Globally 
- NA 
- Worldwide 



 

 

 

- Europe 
- United States 
- From my point of view Europe - however Konecranes brand global 
- Global position, no changes so far 
- Same as today 
- Global 
 

 

10. What happened to your brand’s market area (regionally/country-wise) 

after the Q platform products and Konecranes acquisition? E.g. market area 

grew to ... / market area got smaller E.g. we started to focus on some 

specific markets 

Number of respondents: 14 
- We started our Latin America development approximately 1-2 years prior to our 

introduction of the Q-platform in 2000-2001. 
- Grew distribution network into Mexico, Central and South America, plus the 

Caribbean. 
- Market area now includes Latin America as well as Canada and USA. 
- Market area grew a lot. Today we do 85% Export and increased our turnover 

significant. 
- Market grew, but that was normal organic growth. Nothing related to product itself. 
- Nothing, just the competition got tighter in certain regions / sub regions 
- Market area grew rapidly 
- NA 
- Nothing changed 
- Nothing chance 
- We now cover all of the Americas (Canada to Chile). 
- Market size depend on economic situation of the are in our point of view 
- G platform kit supported our kit business means we´re able to expand our 

business. 
- Still the same or even bigger 
 

 

11. How did the customers react after you introduced the Q platform product 

for them? E.g. positively / negatively because... 

Number of respondents: 15 
- Initially their reaction was very negative. Our previous WRH platforms were based 

around a U.S. style hoist gearbox featuring a "mechanical load brake" which is a 
safety mechanism that helps control the load. Most U.S.-based specifications 
required a mechanical load brake. Our distributors (mostly independent crane 
builders) were afraid that our product would not be accepted on projects that 
specified a mechanical load brake. In addition, our most loyal distributors felt we 
betrayed them since they would now have to go to competing brands to access a 
WRH with a mechanical load brake. 

- Positive 
- Before Q-product R&M was a 30 million dollar/year company after the Q-product 

was introduced it was a 10 million dollar/year. 
- I can't answer this questions, because I joint the company in 2004. I heard, that 

most of them were loyal to us and changed to Q-hoist 
- I guess positively. Though I do not have firsthand information about this. 
- Mostly positive, some old - fashioned markets thought it is too weak / undersized, 



 

 

 

when comparing it to their old products made of thick steel....... 
- First skeptically , because of new concept, but very soon they were convinced 

about it 
- NA 
- Positively 
- Positively 
- At first most of them went to the competition.  They did not like a hoist without a 

load brake and they felt Konecranes was going to shut down us. 
- 15 year ago - I was deeply involved to launching of CXT- the product was well 

taken into the market 
- Both reactions, if you introduced the product in a proper way and there are no 

obstacles in mind, product flies. If there is a resistance against a new product it´s 
hard work and a long process to get product flying...it´s mainly a mind issue 

- Some cases positive. some cases negative- because of bad delivery in the 
beginning 

- Positive feedback, improved features well received 
 

 

12. Did you gain new customers or markets after introducing Q platform 

products? 

Number of respondents: 15 

 

 

 

Open text answers: Yes, why? 
- Not initially. The first two years after introducing the Q-platform were transition 

years where we went from approx. $30M in sales revenues to $13M in revenues. 
- Opening Latin America was after the Q platform launch. 
- Modular crane concept plus MM2000 sales tool 
- Wider product range, better prices 
- Newest product on the market with unique design attracts customers. 
- It was showing the future of hoist business 
- Also due to new Q hoist, but more elements included 
- More flexible better support 
- More support 
- Product and support (modular crane packages and MM2000 sales tool) 
- New technology reasonable priced 
- Due to move to Alpha company 
- Emerging market strategy 
Open text answers: No, why? 

 

 

 

13. Did you lose existing customers or markets after introducing Q platform 

products? 



 

 

 

Number of respondents: 14 

 

 

 

Open text answers: Yes, why? 
- Yes...see above answers 
- Explained earlier 
- As stated above, fear of Konecranes and a hoist without a load brake 
- Crane companies moved to Alpha side 
Open text answers: No, why? 

- Maybe some, but not considerably. 
- Not really 
- Wider product range 
- Wider product range 
- Still having own product platform 
 

 

 

14. How did the competition change after taking the Q platform product into 

the portfolio? 

Number of respondents: 13 
- Once we established that the Q-platform was a quality piece of machinery, our 

customers began to gain confidence in our decision to change platforms. We were 
traditionally one of the top-3 market share leaders in the US and Canada and we 
were the first major U.S.-based company to introduce a non-load brake WRH 
platform. We were the major influence of other U.S. based manufactures 
eventually introducing a European style (non-load brake) platform. 

- We are market share leader in the US. Competitors still don't have a tool like 
MM2000 sales tool. 

- I can't answer this questions, because I joint our company in 2004. 
- Combined with Alpha-Beta strategy that changed the game internally quite a lot. 

Now all the brands came in to the same markets with basically same product. 
Externally the Alpha-Beta strategy was very successful. 

- Competition against external competitors was easier due to help of new product, 
but against internal competitor, it was rough in certain markets, where everybody 
try to gets their grip.... 

- Some started to badmouth about Q hoist 
- NA 
- More internal competition within the group 
- More internal competition in the group 
- European style hoists have become more accepted and most have a modular 

crane package. Some have even developed a product without a load brake to 
follow the European style. 

- All the nasty comments where used in the beginning 
- No real change visible for us 
- Started to copy features like inverter controlled trolley travel and remote support 
 



 

 

 

 

15. Konecranes, SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and R&M are all selling Q platform 

products and components. What are the major benefits of offering similar 

product and components as the other brands? List as many you can and 

explain in details. E.g. product scope and development, design and 

engineering, documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, pricing, 

sales tools, sales channel, market area, delivery time, marketing, training 

Number of respondents: 30 
- The major benefit is scalability which should have a direct relationship to R&D and 

production costs and ROI. The other major benefit of R&M moving to the Q-
platform was our ability to utilize the MM2000 sales tool quotation software 
internally as well a externally (in providing the software to a select group of 
independent crane builders). The advent of a world-class modular crane package 
featuring the Q-platform WRH and access to MM2000 sales tool are the two 
biggest factors for our growth and success. 

- Economical R&D, expanding products. Private branding gives the appearance of a 
unique product. 

- 100% sales though local and regional distribution companies.  These are 
companies Konecranes does not do business with, and, it helped increase the Q 
platforms geographical coverage. 

- The benefits to the corporation are obvious with lower production costs and 
maximum profits when more products and pieces are produced. That allows us to 
be price competitive with quality product. 

- Cost saving because of shared R&D and production costs, better price position, 
constant good quality, modern sales tools, wide scope of products. 

- In manufacturing all brands are treated/prioritized equally. -> We can cover high 
customer demand with limited amount of variants in production. All products use 
same production capacity, documentation and product platform is same. Training 
is not brand-related. Product cost is smaller as there is more volume for (almost) 
every component (all non-branded components). 

- Being a leading brand Konecranes does not benefit much from others selling the 
same product. However, group will benefit a lot from this Alpha-Beta strategy. 

- 1. Design and engineering costs are very low as long as the differentiation is kept 
as minimal as it is now. All components except for the cover plates and some 
stickers are shared with all brands. This also helps supply and manufacturing 
operations. There are fewer items to purchase, fewer to inspect, fewer to transport, 
fewer to store, etc.  
2. Product cost is equal between brands. 
3. Product development lead times are much shorter since there is no need for big 
engineering efforts to differentiate products. 
4. Updating the sales tools is simple, usually there is not much difference between 
brands. 
5. Documentation can be done for all brands at the same time with current 
document engine. The root document is made with certain kind of coding so that 
the document engine knows have to translate it to different brands, different units 
of measure, etc.  The current system is quite efficient at this. 

- Scale tech in all means; production, cost, distribution & logistics, sales & tools, 
marketing, training, you name it... 

- More volumes in supply - more cost efficient product and delivery chain. This is 
relevant almost in all areas: Less variations needs less work in documentation, 
product management in general, in training and everything. It's also easier for 
Konecranes Service to take care of the maintenance tasks also for equipment 



 

 

 

delivered by some other brand. 
- Scale tech, volume/product costs, sales tools 
- 1. Scale benefits (mini-cost and partially process cost) 

2. Market penetration through multiple channels 
3. Customer preference for local brands/faces (based on nationality for example) 
4. KPI benchmarking of Alpha vs Beta channels enhances focus on cost 
competitiveness in brands/frontline units 
5. End-user buying process in standard segment does not depend on 
differentiated product features. 
6. Localization (e.g. AME region) is needed anyhow. 
7. Suitable in a fragmented industry. 

- Created critical mass for similar product scope and development, design and 
engineering, documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, LOWER 
production cost thus more competitive pricing, similar sales tools, shorter delivery 
time, 

- 1. Economies of scale (high volumes of similar products lead to lower costs. 
2. Easier product management (more results with less resources) 
3. All brands benefit from product development activities and documentation and 
sales configurator improvements. 

- 1. Scale benefit --> volume on whatever we make 
2. Working on different areas, so bigger market share 
3. Might be so that customers know that those brands belong to same group so 
that might be benefit to know we are big group  

- Lower production costs, sales tools are better, better support, range of product 
- Lower production costs and R+D costs, better sales tools, better support for 

documents, better product range 
- Different sales channels increase market coverage, selling same product to 

different customers due to different partners, many customers we would not reach 
by only one brand strategy, economies of scale 

- The best benefit is the economy of scale.  We can offer standard features that are 
our competitor's options.  A secondary benefit is that more people can be allocated 
to support the product and there are more people that know the product and can 
help with everything from marketing to aftermarket support. 

- The major benefit is to get as wide delivery channel as possible. This will then give 
us bigger volumes and all the benefits we can get because of that. 

- Stahl has its own platform! The main benefit is the volume benefit which helps 
getting the unit costs down. 

- Scale benefits, resources, global supply 
- Product scope, product costs, sales tools when available, cost savings 
- 1. Only one back office (platform) support organization needed 

2. Possibility to offer products widely 
3. Possibility to take advantage of different brand images: e.g. SWF have German 
image and they promote that heavily. Some just prefer German products. 
4. Possibility to keep costs down because of high volume 

- Using same supply for different brands, synergy in research and development 
- Konecranes can serve global customers while Alphas serve local customers 

better. 
KC strategy includes co-operation with Service while Alpha is lean component and 
spare part business. Combined volume ensures competitiveness for both parties - 
Alpha and Beta. 

- We have big production capacity, it makes it possible to have efficient procurement 
as the volumes are reasonable. Same with R&D, big volume, big R&D recourses. 
One benefit is the big amount of Q units sold, which means good service and 
spare part business potential 

- Certain brands are known in certain areas and customers are used to that specific 
brand's way of working and perhaps heard good things about certain brand's 
reputation. It might help getting the order to us, even though with different brand 
than KC. 



 

 

 

- 1. Scaletech from Supply perspective 
- More volumes -> more repeatability -> standard way of working.  
- More efficient production technologies -> unit prices down 
- In purchasing better buying power -> lower prices 
2. Supply can serve different selling channels more equal since the product is 
equal. 

- 1. Volume (overall) that justifies: 
- Product development (ROI calculations easy) 
- Standardization (what belongs to standard delivery) 
- Smaller mini cost due to large purchases 
2. Lean manufacturing (less combinations) 
3. Controlled profitability (cost base is always same), pricing is easy 
4. Portfolio management easier (less deviations) 
5. Less design hours as less maintained combinations (also for MM) 
6. Following local regulations in regions centralized -> same solution for all 
7. Same owners/service/training material for all --> less translation etc. cost 

 

 

16. Konecranes, SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and R&M are all selling Q platform 

products and components. What are the major disadvantages of offering 

similar product and components as the other brands? List as many you can 

and explain in details. E.g. product scope and development, design and 

engineering, documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, pricing, 

sales tools, sales channel, market area, delivery time, marketing, training 

Number of respondents: 29 
- 1. Lack of product differentiation 

2. Konecranes brand typically gets a head start on new technology releases 
3. Branding issues during mfg./assembly 
Please note that the advantages far outweigh the disadvantages. 

- We are often seen as the same as Konecranes & Stahl. Many customers do not 
like that one of their biggest competitors (Konecranes) is our parent company. 

- Separating the Alpha/Beta businesses in the mind of the customer. 
- Major disadvantage in selling the same product has to be the type of control 

enclosure and the size of the control enclose and panels with hoist inverters. For 
the bigger enclosures, KA..., the protection rating is terrible. Need more NEMA 
ratings for US/Canada. A lot of customer complaints with the size of the bridge 
panels...too much empty space and panels are too long. Solo hoist control panel 
for solo hoists are not on drawings and often create interference 

- More competition with the same product in the same market area, customers 
knows, that we have the "same" hoist. Because hoist is the same, only 
differentiation is price. 

- From manufacturing point of view there are very little disadvantages. More similar 
all the products are, better it is for production. 

- On some market areas the bidding might be overflowing with similar products. 
- 1. Some brands may feel that there is not enough differentiation between brands. 

Q-products are now only differentiated by the color scheme of the hoist cover 
plates and by brand specific stickers. However, it seems customers do not usually 
notice that the brands are actually selling an almost identical product.  
2. There are a few more parts to manage, which of course comes at a cost. At the 
moment the costs are quite minimal and I don't see how this could be done more 
efficiently, unless we stop selling multi brand products altogether. 

- All eggs in the same basket >>> No real technology based differentiation other 



 

 

 

than stickers & color! We are getting "blind king of the hill" and real competitors 
has their momentum! Marketing and Market area selection (sharing) I feel there 
should be better coordination and rules. All KC brands does not be present in all 
regions / subregions. Ref. automakers, how they are present in different 
countries/regions with different brands / models! 

- In some cases it doesn't make sense for Konecranes corporation brands to 
compete against each other’s esp. in prices. You have to be very careful in 
branding -otherwise the end customer could get a real multi-brand product (with 
Verlinde sticker here and Konecranes sticker there). 

- Differentiation, after sales business cannibalization 
- 1. Internal competition needs to be managed. 

2. Increased efforts in maintaining branding on many levels (stickers, visual 
product appearance, documentation, training, product data maintenance etc.) 
3. 5 brands = 5 voices = different opinions of needs. 
4. Limits differentiation of product features. 
5. Less suitable in a consolidated industry. 

- Brand cannibalism, very difficult at FL to explain to customers, very unfriendly 
competition between KC FL and Alpha agents 

- 1. Brand differentiation is harder due to identical products 
2. Local needs might be overlooked in favor of global development needs. 

- 1. Sometimes branding challenges 
2. Manufacturing must take care not to use wrong brand material/parts etc. 
3. Keep branding as small as possible to avoid big storages 
4. Material outside cannot be same, Must be differently branded 

- In the group are more competition 
- More competition within the group cause of similar products 
- 1. Competition 

2. Risk of destroying price level 
3. Challenge of differentiation 

- The disadvantages are minor.  Some customers do not want to buy from us 
because they fear we sell too many hoists. 

- The major disadvantage might be the very fragmented product scope, difficulties 
with the different product configurators etc. 

- Brand differentiation, general pricing issues, why should customer pay extra at 
STAHL (premium brand), cannibalizing the profit due to different pricing, KC 
service 

- Differentiation 
- 1. It's always a compromise to develop multibranded products 

2. Multibranded product generates a bit more work to development and 
maintaining 
3. Alpha brands dealers compete against Beta (Konecranes) brand 

- 1. Price competition ruins margin 
2. Missing single point of sales for equal products 
3. No premium product possible 
4. Mixing up the proper branded documentation 

- Competing for the same markets and customers means collisions every now and 
then. Outlook of products and documentation is too look alike. The same Sales 
Tools. How to control a market/sales price between parties. 

- It is difficult to be different as all the Q brands are offering the same basic product. 
We have small differences, like the smart features, but for majority of the customer 
who buy "just a crane" those are not must. 

- Causing lot of extra work. Brand names, manufacturer's info, logos, different 
design etc. need to be considered in systems, documentation etc. 

- No major disadvantages from Supply perspective. Only potential disadvantage 
could be in "bad quality" cases, the recovery / call backs are bit trickier when 
products are distributed in several selling channels. In customer interface 
challenges must be in selling and argument the product against the almost equal 
product. How to differentiate with selling stories, values and prices? 



 

 

 

- Cannot differentiate. Customers are aware of the correct price level as they have 
offers from several brands --> price erosion 
 

 

 

17. What should be done differently in order to maximize the benefits and 

minimize the disadvantages of multi-brand offering (several brands offering 

similar or identical products)? E.g. by having more power to affect the 

product portfolio, by operating totally in different market regions, by having 

different product portfolios/differentiated products, by targeting to different 

customer segments brand-by-brand 

Number of respondents: 28 
- The Alpha/Beta strategy is well founded and solid. The major conflict we encounter 

is when our independent crane builders are competing with Konecranes (which in 
the US and Canadian markets is often), but that is expected. The other conflicts 
are from within Latin America in competing with the other Alpha brands. By means 
of the current Alpha strategy, we are the only Alpha brand selling a Q-based 
product within the U.S. and Canada. Also note that we possess an approximate 
WRH market share in the U.S. of between 25% and 30%. There are four brands in 
total selling a Q-platform product in Latin America: R&M, SWF, Verlinde and the 
Beta brand, Konecranes. This is a very crowded space for all four brands to work 
within a somewhat limited market size and space. 

- I don't know that we can do much differently. We just need to continue to manage 
customer confidence and our integrity as a company to maintain confidentiality. It 
is key to maintain a private branding appearance. 

- Optimize the controls and control panels for bridge and other products. Smaller 
panels with less empty space. Smaller resistor panels are needed as well. 

- More differentiation of the products, even components are the same (e.g. VW 
Passat, Audi A4, Skoda Octavia), avoid to strong internal competition in small 
countries, otherwise Alpha dealers will switch to a competitor outside the group. 

- Product portfolio should be more limited (from manufacturing point). For example 
all currently offered drum lengths should not be offered. Also special features 
should not be offered to all models -> we should get more volume models and 
clearly separate specials from this volume. Now offering is so wide that all orders 
must be designed (at least electrics), planned and produced one by one -> lead 
time for all products is weeks. We could be much faster and more cost efficient if 
the volumes could be combined to less product variants. From all brands 
Konecranes orders are the ones with more problems in each step; data quality on 
orders is weaker (more mistakes and missing information in sales), lead time is too 
optimistic and causes delays in production (normally long lead time to customer, 
but hoist factory gets the order too late). For some reason other brands have more 
simple orders and from manufacturing point they are easier to serve. For 
Konecranes orders there should be better end to end visibility and communication 
with sales since there seem to be problems between KC sales and manufacturing. 
To maximize benefits we should have standard hoist that could be produced to 
stock. -> Needs limited product range and volume for all offered models. Classic 
hoist is a good new offering and we hope that it will be kept as it is in the future 
also (no new features/models added). Now we just need the volume. There is 
good potential that we finally have a product where designing is not needed. -> 
Goes straight from order handling to manufacturing. -> Potential to make to stock 
and deliver fast. 

- Better sales channel management should be exercised. More real differentiation is 



 

 

 

needed. Now everyone has everything and all the brand images are diluted badly. 
- From an engineering, documentation and supply standpoint, I don't see how things 

could be done any better. It is nearly impossible to reduce the amount of brand-
differentiated parts. Even narrowing the product portfolio does not help, since the 
product is so well modularized. 

- Referring to point 16, different brands should have different portfolio/ different 
products and also difference in market regions. Now I feel whoever of brands is 
inventing something new, others are copying it quite soon, so it's kind of "red 
ocean tactic instead of blue ocean tactic". These are all well know distribution 
channel problems, and solving of those needs very tight upper mgt. decisions and 
discipline + follow up. 

- Could it be possible that the branding (or some of it) would be made in totally 
different phase after the actual manufacturing of the product? From supply point of 
view there should be less items such as cover plates in stock. It would be more 
cost efficient e.g. to use only stickers in branding (not different colors or shapes). 

- More differentiation especially in volume spare parts 
- 1. A clear regional strategy includes in most regional markets the Beta and at least 

one Alpha channel: this is in place today in most countries. 
2. Multiple Alpha channels in same market sometimes creates friction, but even in 
crowded markets like NL or US with high market shares this has been 
manageable. 
3. Product differentiation helps. G vs Q for example. 
4. We are seeing limitations of Alpha/Beta in dynamic markets like CN. 
5. Future developments may require to follow new paths (further product 
consolidation). 
6. In addition to channel differentiation, we have elements in place like regional or 
product portfolio or segment differentiation. 
7. More radical concepts could be based on "LL brand", "Crane kit brand", "EX 
brand". So far, we have not been able to clearly quantify the benefits. Some of 
these elements do already exist in the DNA of our brands. 

- Management harmonization, friendly competition, channel for communication, 
possibly customer segmentation… 

- I think multi-brand offering strategy is our most important competitive advantage. 
Slight fine-tuning could be made by making few brand-specific features or by 
making brand-specific complete product packages (like CXT NEO for Konecranes) 
with pre-selected features and limited scope. So this idea should be extended to 
other brands as well and the packages should be specified a bit differently for each 
brand, according to their biggest markets (different brands have a little different 
type of customers and different strong regions). 

- 1. Some branding needed, but try to make it as "easy as possible" 
2. More packaging like NEO crane, which is just great 
3. Could PLC --> software bring some help in future for branding, "bits" are easier 
to change 

- More differentiation in the brands 
- Different product portfolio, KC brand should put more focus on special 

applications, Alphas more standard and simple solutions 
- 1. Train KC group employees to think more corporation wide than only sales unit 

wide 
2. Concentrate on different product sales but recommend other KC Corp. brands 
for other equipment needs. E.g. standards and specials at different brands 

- Continue non branded marketing efforts.  This allows us to save money.  Do away 
with the added cost of trying to differentiate the brands (red vs. yellow pendants 
and the recent facelift which added complexity to manufacturing and materials). 

- Maybe different brands might target to different market segments slightly stronger. 
- We should not have all the same features for all brands - like smart features - 

apple to apple comparison jeopardizes the pricing every now and then 
- Clear brand differentiation, special features should be clearly available to certain 

brands only. 



 

 

 

- 1. Stronger brand images for all brands and clearly develop those to different 
directions, in order not to compete against each other 
2. Clearly enough separated market areas 
3. Clearly focused to different products 
4. Products should be as similar as possible and the differentiated brand image 
should be done with extremely low costs (not only mini cost, but development, 
maintaining and production also in mind) 

- Market or customer segmentation 
- More product differentiation, strict pricing rules, internal sales funnel analysis to 

avoid competing again each other’s. 
- We should have price agreements to maintain reasonable price level, more 

communication between the brands concerning the projects several brands are 
working with. Nowadays there are too often hard price competition and the only 
one benefitting is the customer. 

- We should give less freedom to brands, 1KC programs, processes etc. should be 
in use. Products should be as similar as possible to reduce number of variables. 

- Segmentation and differentiation: 
1. Segment the customer and avoid the competition against each other. 
2. Differentiation by using other arguments than the product platform itself: service, 
customer interface, sakes stories, etc... 

- Rules for brands in competition situation, also areas dominated by 1 brand should 
be no go for others as this would not add sales/profit. Brands could be more crane 
/ component oriented and have a different default setup, but keeping still all the 
components available for everybody. This should be decided by brand directors 
together which setup each brand is taking. 

 
  



 

 

 

APPENDIX 3. Summarized answers to the face to face interviews (Jun 

18th 2015) 

 

Konecranes, SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and R&M are all selling Q platform 

products and components. What are the major benefits of offering 

similar product and components as the other brands? List as many 

you can and explain in details. 

E.g. product scope and development, design and engineering, 
documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, pricing, sales 
tools, sales channel, market area, delivery time, marketing, training 
 
 

Person 1 (Brand A). 
- common parts � less parts in stock, less training in production, less 

costs 
- regional segmentation � wide coverage 
- larger capacity for components 
- good quality because of centralized component supply 
- different channels (Alpha and Beta) � some of our competitors have 

similar strategy but they can decide themselves which one to use � 
customers hate this 

- Stepping other brands' channel is restricted � no conflicts 
- component business has better profits than crane business � 

increases the corporate profits 
 

Person 2 (Brand B). 
- larger capacity for Alphas (they could not reach this volumes without 

a large factory capacity) 
- mixing of different products (Q and K � K crane) 
- Alpha channels are very light-structured comparing to KC � less 

fixed costs and better profits 
- smaller risk when selling only components and not the whole crane 
 
Person 3 (Brand C). 
- the brand itself has become more flexible product-wise (earlier 

limited product scope compared to Q platform) 
- Better product than originally (better capacity, more options, outdoor 

applications etc.) 
- Shared resources in all organizations from R&D to sales tools 
- duplicating possibilities since many features and solutions are 

already developed based on other brands' needs 
 
Person 4 (Brand D). 
- a big pool of knowledge has come together (lot of new ideas etc.) 



 

 

 

- profit did increase with Q platform products instead of using Alpha 
brand's own old product 

- Q platform products are much better than the old own product � 
easy to argument for customers 

- not all eggs on the same basket (not only one brand) 
- we have become from competitors to cousins � combining the 

forces 
- smaller production costs, high volumes � cost benefits � 

competitive pricing � more revenue 
- lot of knowledge of competitors and market intelligence 
 

 
 

Konecranes, SWF, Verlinde, Stahl and R&M are all selling Q platform 

products and components. What are the major disadvantages of 

offering similar product and components as the other brands? List as 

many you can and explain in details. 

E.g. product scope and development, design and engineering, 
documentation, manufacturing, quality, product costs, pricing, sales 
tools, sales channel, market area, delivery time, marketing, training 
 
 

Person 1 (Brand A). 
- some components does not fit together (Alpha and Q comps) 
- combining two platform is challenging 
- delivery times when ordering components from many sources (Q, K, 

G) 
 
Person 2 (Brand B). 
- limiting the brands' freedom to sell what they want (e.g. KC has the 

most recent features) 
- customers are playing money game with Alphas and Beta 
- internal gambling with spare parts (different prices) 
- no centralized marketing (Alphas do their own) 
 
Person 3 (Brand C). 
- Internal competition in some cases, but in general it is not that big 

problem because all brands have the same base pricing. All brands 
are able to set their profit target and set the price point there. 

 
Person 4 (Brand D). 
- pressure from many brands makes us to launch products sometimes 

too early 
- lot of sales tools testing because those are maintained by the global 

team instead of local teams 
- documentation is not brand-specific enough  



 

 

 

- different of ways working with different brands, factories and 
countries might cause some conflicts (different work cultures and 
"company DNA") 

- some products are difficult to explain to end customer, because 
same products might be priced differently between different 
platforms, e.g. festooning for Q hoist might have different price than 
for K hoist (factory philosophy vs. platform philosophy) 

 
 
 

What should be done differently in order to maximize the benefits and 

minimize the disadvantages of multi-brand offering (several brands 

offering similar or identical products)? 

E.g. by having more power to affect the product portfolio, by 
operating totally in different market regions, by having different 
product portfolios/differentiated products, by targeting to different 
customer segments brand-by-brand 

 
 
Person 1 (Brand A). 
- more differentiation  
- different segments for different brands (premium products vs. 

standard segment) 
 
Person 2 (Brand B). 
- friendly co-operation 
- open discussion around the projects 
- more differentiation 
- more discipline and clear rules between brands 
 
Person 3 (Brand C). 
- no more effort on unnecessary branding (duplicate parts make it 

more complex for the production). This affects to our costs and 
delivery times 

- feature-wise product differentiation on some level but in general all 
the brands should have the same offering in order to be able to offer. 
Otherwise we lose business to external competitors. E.g. if Alpha 
brand would not have Q trolley in some country in which it is the only 
brand represented, then the customer would ask solution from 
external competitor 

- focus on highlighting that the product quality and components are 
the same in all brands, which makes our coverage even better. 
Customers will understand that e.g. our spare parts availability is 
excellent 

- make the difference between the brands with the product and 
customer support, not the product features itself 

 



 

 

 

Person 4 (Brand D). 
- more end customer view instead of platform silos 
- more focus on whole product sales, and not concentrating too much 

on single components and their profits 
- focus on the competition benchmarking instead of developing 

features blindly (take the advantage of the wide multi-branding 
network and people around the world) 

- collect more feedback from the brands for product development 
- make the product more modular and modifiable instead of offering 

the exactly same 100% standardized products � more differentiation 
and possibility to modify brand-by-brand (some brands have their 
own ways of implementing features) 

- utilizing the network: do not spend all the R&D budget on high-end 
features, but also on simple improvements � faster response on 
market needs 

 


